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Basalts from Gough Island and the McNish Seamount were selected for a detailed 
geochemical study, using major and trace element data as well as 143Nd/1HNd, x7Sr/x6Sr and newly 
acquired 17liH fl 177H f isotope data. The geochemical data are subsequently used to determine the 
petrogenesis of the Gough Island suite of lavas and the evolution of the underlying mantle source 
regIOn. 
Gough Island (400 19'S; 09°56'W) and the McNish Seamount (400 10'S; 08°31'E) are both 
located in the south Atlantic Ocean on ~34Ma crust of the African plate. The Gough Island suite of 
lavas consist of picrite basalts, olivine basalts, trachybasalts, trachytes and aegirine-augite trachytes; 
three different varieties of olivine basalt exist - the coarsely pyroxene-olivine phyric basalts, 
moderately pyroxene-olivine phyric basalts and aphyric to finely porphyritic basalts (Ie Maitre, 1962, 
Ie Roex, 1985). The oldest lavas from Gough Island are dated at 2.5Ma (Lower Basalts), whereas the 
youngest lavas are dated at 0.1 Ma (Upper Basalts) (Maund et al.. 1988). 
Thirty-eight olivine basalts and trachybasalts (10 Lower Basalts, 27 Middle Basalts and 
Upper Basalt) were chosen to form the sample set used in this study and range from aphyric through 
finely to coarsely porphyritic. Two distinct petrographic groups exist in the Lower and Middle 
Basalts, where the first group consists of anhedral to euhedral olivine phenocrysts and anhedral to 
subhedral clinopyroxene as the major and minor phenocryst phases, respectively. The second group 
consists of anhedral to subhedral clinopyroxene and subhedral olivine as the major and minor 
phenocryst phases, respectively. All of the samples exhibit an intergranular texture with a groundmass 
assemblage consisting of olivine, plagioclase, titanomagnetite, ilmenite and apatite. 
The lavas consist of basalts, trachybasalts and basaltic trachyandesites and therefore form a 
alkali basalt - trachyte series on a T AS diagram. Both the Lower and Middle Basalts range from 
basaltic to basaltic trachyandesite whereas the single Upper Basalt sample is a basaltic trachyandesite. 
SiOe ranges from 45.15 to 52.61 wt%, K20 from 1.19-4.39wt%, AI20 3 from 8.76-18.50wt%, CaO 
from 5.74-12.00wt%, MgO from 3.05-17.30wt% and Mg# from 37.9-75.3. The Lower, Middle and 
Upper Basalts of the Gough Island lavas as well as the McNish Seamount lavas are all superimposed 
on major clement variation diagrams. 
High precision trace element data for the Gough Island and the McNish Seamount suite of 
lavas exhibit high incompatible (e.g. Ba, Ta, Nb, Rb) and moderately incompatible (e.g. Hf, Y, Ce, 
Sr) trace element concentrations with high Ba/Nb (11.6-18.0), low Zr/Nb (4.51-7.39) and variable 
La/Nb (0.84-1.18) ratios. The Lower, Middle and Upper Basalts exhibit similar trace element 
concentrations. Variation diagrams of Ba, Ta, Rb vs. Zr indicates the continuous fractionation of 












diagrams are sub-parallel and exhibit positive Sa and Pb as well as negative Th, U and Zr anomalies. 
The chondrite normalised REE diagrams for most samples are sub-parallel, and are LREE enriched 
relative to HREE. Some exhibit crossing patterns between Tb and Dy. 
176Hf/177Hf isotope ratios were measured for 27 basalts from Gough Island and 3 samples 
from the McNish Seamount and range from 0.282699± 12 to 0.282778± 10 and 0.2827IS± 16 to 
0.2827S7± 12, respectively. The Gough Island lavas form a tight, steep array in Hf-Nd isotope space, 
whereas the McNish Seamount forms a tight near-vertical array in Hf-Nd isotope space that intersects 
the Gough Island array. These two suites of lava plot towards the enriched (relative to PM) end of the 
global alB array, within the more depleted (relative to PM) end of the continental array (Vervoort et 
aI., 1999), and exhibit similar 176Hf/177Hf, 143Nd/1HNd and X7 Sr/X6Sr isotope ratios as Tristan da Cunha 
and Inaccessible Island. 
Ten Gough Island prImary magma compositions were calculated for use in constrained 
forward modelling. The primary magma compositions were calculated by the addition of 14-28% 
clinopyroxene and equilibrium olivine, in equal proportions, back into the primitive lava compositions 
in I % increments until an Mg# of 69 was reached. Constrained forward modelling methods were used 
in determining the chemical and mineralogical nature of the mantle source region as well as the 
required melting parameters required in producing the Gough Island suite of lavas. The models 
indicate that the full compositional range, as well as the crossing REE patterns at Dy, can be produced 
through ~S-8% equilibrium melting of a mantle source region composed of garnet lherzolite or ~30-
SO% melting of a garnet pyroxenite source. 
Numerous studies of alB from around the world show that the enriched trace element and 
isotope compositions require involvement of a lithospheric component (Andres et al., 2002, Chauvel 
et aI., 1992, Class & Ie Roex, 2008, Gibson et aI., 200S, Lustrino, 200S, White & Hofmann, 1982, 
Willbold & Stracke, 2006). To test this hypothesis, binary mixing curves were calculated between a 
typical alB mantle source region composition and datasets of lower crustal xenoliths, mantle 
xenoliths representing Southern African SCLM as well as modern marine sediments in 17°Hf/177Hf_ 
1~3Nd;JHNd-x7Sr/x6Sr-Sa/Nb-Zr/Nb-(Ce/Ce*)Nd space and superimposed on the Gough Island array. It 
is shown, based on Ce-anomalies, that the Gough Island lavas do not exhibit a lower crust or SCLM 
signature as these components do not exhibit a large negative Ce-anomaly. It is argued that the Gough 
Island lavas are derived from a source more typical of South Atlantic alB, but with a significant 
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1.1 Ocean Island Basalts and Gough Island 
One of the fundamental problems in studying the mantle and mantle dynamics is the limited 
availability of fresh, unaltered mantle rocks and therefore geochemists must rely on a range of 
different rocks which can act as a window into the mantle (Hofmann, 1997). One type of rock that 
serves this objective particularly well is ocean-island basalts (OlB). Volcanic islands and seamounts 
that form on intra-plate oceanic crust by means of hotspots or local melting anomalies and are not 
related to subduction zone processes, are composed (although not exclusively) of basalt known as 
alB (Hofmann, 1997). alB have been and are extensively studied as these lavas pass through the 
oceanic crust (Green & Ringwood, 1967, Hofmann, 1997, Yoder, 1976) and not the continental crust, 
which implies that they have experienced less interaction with crustal material. However, alB are still 
subjected to processes which can alter their original primary magma composition and therefore 
corrections need to be made for any chemical overprints which can occur as magma migrates from the 
mantle source region to the surface of the Earth. 
alB exhibit a large variation in isotope ratios, whereas mid-oceanic ridge basalts (MORB) 
exhibit a more depleted (relative to a primitive mantle (PM)) isotope composition, and alB fan away 
from typical MORB compositions to more enriched (relative to PM) isotope compositions (Hofmann, 
1997, Zindler & Hart, 1986). This trend suggests that the various alB plot on a mixing line between 
less radiogenic (depleted relative to PM) and more radiogenic (enriched relative to PM) mantle 
components (Hart, 1988, Hart et al., 1992, Hofmann, 1997, Zindler & Hart, 1986). OlB which exhibit 
low 1.JJNd/1HNd, 176Hf/177Hf and high X7Sr;xt'Sr isotope ratios, and therefore plot within the enriched 
quadrants in Hf-Nd-Sr isotope space, are referred to as EM-type alB (Salters & White, 1998, Weaver, 
1991, Zindler & Hart, 1986). 
The Gough Island alB are a prime example of lavas produced from an enriched mantle (EM) 
source region (White & Hofmann, 1982). Ie Roex (1985) studied the fractional crystallisation 
processes involved in the production of these lavas, but not the partial melting processes. Therefore, 
this study aims at interpreting the partial melting processes involved in producing these lavas, using 
geochemical principles, which are subsequently used to make inferences on the chemical and 
mineralogical nature as well as the production of an EM-type mantle source region. 
1.2 The Hafnium Isotope System 
An important tool in understanding mantle geochemistry is the use of radiogenic isotope systems, 
such as the Sm-Nd, Rb-Sr, U-Pb and Lu-Hf isotope systems (e.g. Gast et al., 1964 Patchett et al., 












ratios are able to record infonnation of ancient enrichment or depletion events in the mantle as 
unstable parent isotopes decay into more stable daughter isotopes thus changing the radiogenic/stable 
isotope ratios as a function of time (Patchett et 0/., 1984). The behaviour of individual isotope systems 
differs during different Earth processes, and therefore by comparing one isotope system to another it 
is possible to ascertain the nature and timing of specific processes which may have occurred 
(Hofmann, 1997, Patchett et 01., 1984). Isotopes ratios, like incompatible trace element ratios, are 
unaffected by melting and crystallisation processes and therefore are a direct representation of the 
primary magma composition and the mantle source region (Hofmann, 1997). 
Since some OlB exhibit isotope compositions more enriched relative to PM, it has been argued 
that OlB form as a result of mixing processes between a typical depleted mid-ocean ridge mantle 
(DMM) composition (convecting asthenospere) and a more isotopically enriched component (Hart, 
1988, Hart et a/., 1992, Hofmann, 1997, Zindler & Hart, 1986). It has been proposed that sediment 
and oceanic crustal recycling could be the possible missing enriched component, as marine sediments 
are constantly recycled back into the mantle through subduction zones and are isotopically enriched 
(Andres et aI., 2002, Chauvel et aI., 1992, Eisele et 01., 2002, Salters & White, 1998, White & 
Hofmann, 1982). Another suggestion for the enriched component is sub-continental lithospheric 
mantle (SCLM) which is argued, by some, to be present in the shallow mantle as a result of 
continental break-up, or mechanically abraded from the upper plate in a subduction zone, recycled 
and injected into the shallow mantle (Class & Ie Roex, 2006, Milner & Ie Roex, 1996, Willbold & 
Stracke, 2006). Other methods that have been proposed for producing an EM-type mantle involve 
metasomatic processes (Pilet et 01., 2005) and even recycling of oceanic plateaus (Gasperini et 01., 
2000). 
The Hf-isotope system is a particularly powerful diagnostic tool in understanding sediment 
recycling processes. This is because of the ability of Hf and Nd isotopes to decouple as a result of 
preferential partitioning of Hf into the mineral zircon (known as the zircon effect) (Patchett et 01., 
1984). This results in recycled zircon-rich (terrigenous) or poor (pelagic) sediments developing 
different 17°Hf/I77Hf isotope ratios over time and results in decoupling of the Hf and Nd isotope 
systems. Subsequent mixing of recycled sediments with a mantle source region results in the mantle 
source region inheriting a unique isotope signature. 
1.3 Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
Peridotite, composed of olivine, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and garnet or spinel, is the most 
common rock type in the upper mantle (Jaques & Green, 1980, Kushiro, 1968, Ringwood, 1975, Sun 
& McDonough, 1995) and therefore basaltic melts, such as OlB, derived from the upper mantle have 
long thought to be the product of partial melting of peridotite (Kushiro, 1968, Takahashi, 1986). 












regions of some alB, such as Hawaii (Sobolev et al., 2007, Sobolev et aI., 2005). The presence of 
eclogite in the shallow mantle is argued to occur by the incorporation of recycled oceanic crust into 
rising plumes (Sobolev et aI., 2007). 
Constrained forward modelling methods are used to determine the chemical and mineralogical 
nature as well as the melting parameters required to produce the Gough Island lavas. Feigenson et al. 
(1996) introduced the concept of constrained forward modelling by attempting to constrain melting 
processes involved in producing the Mauna Kea basalts. This modelling involves calculating a range 
of REE patterns produced by the partial melting of a calculated theoretical mantle source region 
composition using various melting parameters. The calculated range of REE patterns are subsequently 
compared to the calculated Gough Island primary magma compositions in order to determine which 
set of melting parameters and source region composition are able to most satisfactorily account for the 
trace element geochemistry of the Gough Island lavas. 
1.4 Evolution of the Gough Island Mantle Source Region 
Earlier studies of the Gough Island suite of lavas have all argued for the interaction of the 
mantle source region with another component. Ie Roex (1985) argued, based on trace element data, 
that the Gough Island mantle source region must have been enriched relative to a more depleted 
MORB source region. Willbold & Stracke (2006) argued that the trace element geochemistry of the 
Gough Island lavas can be explained by a recycled oceanic lithosphere component with variable upper 
and lower continental crust. Class & Ie Roex (2008) argued, based on Ce anomalies, that the Gough 
Island mantle source region interacted with a recycled sediment component which had previously 
experienced near-surface interaction with ocean-water. 
Binary mixing curves are used to assess whether the Gough Island lavas could be produced 
through the interaction of a mantle source region with a recycled sediment component, SCLM or 
lower crust. Mixing curves are calculated between a typical alB mantle source region composition 
and SCLM, lower crust and modem marine sediment using I 76Hf/177Hf, 14'Nd/IHNd and x7Sr;KOSr 
isotope ratios, Ba/Nb and Zr/Nb ratios as well as Ce-anomalies. 
1.5 Objectives 
alB pass through the oceanic crust which implies that they have experienced less 
contamination by country rock than lavas which pass through continental crust and therefore are 
important in mantle studies (Green & Ringwood, 1967, Hofmann, 1997, Yoder, 1976). The Gough 
Island lavas are, in some aspects, anomalous in comparison to other global alB (e.g. Hf, Nd and Sr 
isotope and Ba/Nb trace element ratios), which suggests derivation from a complex mantle source 
region. Therefore, this study aims at exploring the geochemical nature and petrogenesis of the basaltic 












This is accomplished using previously measured major and trace element data as well as 
141Nd/144Nd and X7Sr/X6Sr isotope data in conjunction with newly acquired 176Hf/ 177Hf isotope data for 
the Gough Island and the McNish Seamount lavas. These data are used to explore differences between 
individual lava flows within the Gough Island lavas, as well as between the lavas of Gough Island, the 
McNish Seamount and the geographically close islands of Tristan da Cunha and Inaccessible Island. 
Subsequently, the petrogenesis and evolution of the Gough Island mantle source region is modelled 
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eruption of trachyte lavas (0.3-0.12Ma) and the final eruption of the youngest Edinburgh Basalts (0.2-
0.13Ma). As a result, the stratigraphy of Gough Island was revised (Maund et aI., 1988) and is 
summarised in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1: Revised Gough Island stratigraphy. Ages are only 
general approximations. 
2.2 Previous Work 
Maund et al., (1988) Age (Ma) 
Edinburgh Peak Basalts 
Trachytes 
Rowett Basalts 
Aegirine-Augite Trachyte Plugs 
Glen Basalts 







Whole rock rare-earth element (REE) abundances on the Gough Island suite of lavas were 
first measured by Zielinski & Frey (1970) for a limited number of samples in order to test a fractional 
crystallisation model. They determined that the major and trace element trends in the Gough Island 
lavas can be explained by fractional crystallisation of olivine, pyroxene, feldspar and apatite. Ie Roex 
(1985) subsequently performed a more detailed determination of major, trace element and mineral 
compositions to evaluate possible petrogenetic relationships between lava flows and major geological 
units, and to make inferences on the geochemical nature of the mantle source region giving rise to the 
lavas. Ie Roex (\ 985) concluded that the Upper and Lower Basalts have a restricted compositional 
range compared to the Middle Basalts and the lavas have experienced up to 40% crystal fractionation 
of clinopyroxene, olivine, plagioclase with minor fractionation of Fe-Ti oxides and apatite. More 
recently, Willbold & Stracke (2006) also made inferences on the nature of the Gough Island mantle 
source region and argued that the trace element signatures of the Gough Island suite of lavas can be 
explained by the recycling of an oceanic lithosphere component with variable upper and lower 
continental crust. Helium, lead, strontium, neodymium and oxygen isotope data have been 
determined on a limited number of Gough Island samples in the past (Gast et al., 1964, Harris et al., 
2000, Kurz et aI., 1982, Ie Roex, 1985, White & Hofmann, 1982). The Gough Island lavas has never 












3 Analytical Techniques 
The major element data for the Gough Island sample set used in this study were published in 
Ie Roex (1985), whereas newly acquired high precision trace element data as well as Nd and Sr 
isotope data are from Class & Ie Roex (2008). Operating conditions and analytical procedures used in 
acquiring the 143Nd/144Nd and X7Sr/86Sr isotope ratios as well as the major and trace element 
concentrations are given in Class & Ie Roex (2008). 
Hf-isotope data were acquired on an AXIOM MC-ICP-MS at L-DEO (New York, USA). 
Samples were prepared by a two-stage process which first involved the initial sample digestion using 
a 2.65ml ~3: I conc. HF:HN03 solution, followed by a Lu-Hf purification stage using reversed phase 
cation exchange one-column chromatography on EICHROM Ln-Spec® resin (following the method 
adapted from Munker et aI., (200 I) at L-DEO (Cai, in prep.; see Appendix B for a detailed discussion 
of sample preparation methodology)). Instrument stability and drift were monitored prior to and 
during sample analysis by bracketing every sample with a 500ppb Specpure standard. Samples were 
diluted to approximately 500ppb total Hf in order to produce similar voltage across the cups as the 
500ppb Specpure standard. The dilution factors varied from one set of samples to another as a result 
of varying percentage yields of Hf during sample preparation. Measurements over a two year span (7 
repeat analyses) of the in-house standard, K 1919, yielded an average value of 0.283106 with an 
external 20 standard deviation of 9x I 0.6 (61 ppm) which is within error of published values of 
0.283116 ± 4 (Blichert-Toft et aI., 1999) and 0.283096 ± 7 (Munker et aI., 200 I). Hf measurements 
were normalised to a 176Hf/ 177Hf ratio of 0.28216 for JMC-475 so as to be comparable with other 













Ie Maitre (1962) was the first to complete a petrographic study of the Gough Island lavas and 
recognised six different rock types, namely picrite basalts, olivine basalts, trachybasalts, trachytes and 
aegirine-augite trachytes which were categorised into five main stratigraphic units - Lower, Middle 
and Upper Basalts as well as the Lower and Upper Trachytes. Later, Ie Roex (1985) recognised, 
based on petrography, that three different varieties of olivine basalts exist in the Gough Island lavas, 
these include the coarsely pyroxene-olivine phyric basalts, moderately pyroxene-olivine phyric basalts 
and aphyric to finely porphyritic basalts. 
Thirty-eight olivine basalts, trachybasalts and basaltic trachyandesites were used in this study 
(the trachytes were not considered for this study). This chapter provides a brief petrographic overview 
of the three different stratigraphic units of basaltic lavas focusing on the more primitive lavas (see 
Appendix A for detailed individual petrographic descriptions). 
4.1 Lower Basalts 
The ten samples from the Lower Basalt series consist of basalt, trachybasalt and basaltic 
trachyandesite as detennined by a total-alkali silica diagram (T AS diagram; Fig 5-1). The Lower 
Basalts are composed of two petrographically distinct lavas, with both groups ranging from aphyric 
through finely to coarsely porphyritic. The first of these lava groups have 0.5-IOmm anhedral to 
euhedral olivine (10-60% modal abundance) as a major phenocryst phase with minor phenocrysts of 
0.5 to 4mm anhedral to subhedral clinopyroxene (5-10% modal abundance) and 2-4mm plagioclase 
(5-10% modal abundance). The second lava type consists of 2-8mm anhedral to subhedral 
clinopyroxene (10-30% modal abundance) as a major phenocryst phase with 2-4mm plagioclase and 
minor 0.5-2mm subhedral olivine (5-20% modal abundance) as the other phenocryst phases. The 
plagioclase (and to a lesser degree, the clinopyroxene and olivine) phenocrysts in both lava types 
commonly exist as glomerocrysts and cumulocrysts of up to 10 individual mineral grains. The lavas 
are vesicular with vesicles ranging in size from 0.5-4mm in diameter. ALR32G and ALR33G (both 
trachyandesites) are unique as they also contain phenocrysts of titanomagnetite which range in size 
from 0.5 to 2mm in diameter. All the Lower Basalts exhibit an intergranular texture where the matrix 
minerals include olivine, plagioclase, clinopyroxene, titanomagnetite, ilmenite and apatite. Four of the 
lower basalt lavas are fresh with minimal signs of alteration, whereas the remainder of the samples 













~';~"", . _1, P""''''''''' 'O'''I'"' "f ",I""d ,,",£,b Ii"" ,t.; T.ower ~""," , 'J ,,;,ho,,,,1 to olll""lm l ol;'loc 
rI""n,)'" {PPT., AT Rif,1 hJ ",mll l",,),,, or .nhcdn<1 10 ,"hl"o .. ,,1 011"; 1>< ~LLU ~h;cll >h,'1' " Lgtll 
.It,,.L'''' L<> imj;"g"'" i"Jl "'"1' ~.i" """,1.';<> .mJ (,,,,, 'n,,, (PPT.. AUllGJ cJ ,,,hI>«"'1 01;"",· 
rI"'>XI1"U ",tl, ",L""',,o W"J) I .. ",,",,')' .. ,,,,,\;,,, ", ",Jing, il< (PPT., AI R3.IGl J) pl.~iQcl"", ,m " 
'''''''''"'1''''''" ph<OOCI1'" (X~L ALR.l.lG l. rn pi"'''' I" ' ''',,~d ligl., XrL po.,I.,;,ed l;g),L 
-1.2 :\liddle Basalts 
I'won l),-,,\'on ,amples "rc' !rom Ihe Mi<ld l~ Basalt ,e,i~s and !(;rm Ihe large" group of la, as 
analy""d in this ,(udy. The Mi~d le Basal{, con, i,{ of ha,a ll, lra, ilyha",11 ,md lr" , ilyw"iosile a, 
,kl<;rmmed h)' a T .. \S dl"W"m (Fi); 5-1 \, ['h"," '",l1pks r"n);e from al'hyric thruugh fLn ely to co.l"ely 
porphy,i( ic and can he l>etrogra l,hi cally divided irH o t"o ma", W<Klp'. The r,r'l lav" gro up h"' 0,5-
5111m "nh,dn,1 {" e uh" ir" ' "hine (S-Om', moJa l "bunJanceJ a, J major phenocry't pha ' ,> \\ ith 0,5-
gmm anhedral to , ubhedral c lll'Of'yroxene {5-10% mooa l abIlTl(b",ej aTKl 0_5_~mm p l'Wi"" I"," (2-
3(1"'0 llKKla1 "bundanceJ a, minor ph<>tlo,:ry,{ rha"",_ Tlk> =ond la,a tyre {two ",mrle'i il a, 0_5-
4mlll ""liedr"1 10 ,uflh"dral " I" iTle ( 1-5% m<Klal ,,~und,mceJ ", " mmor phenocry't pha,e with {h~ 
major plienocrys{ phJ<~' con,i,ti ng of 0_5-Rmm anhedral {o ,u~h"dral dillop yro.~eTl' (5_20% n\l ~I,,1 
ob unuan,e) and ~mm p lagiuc l,,,e ( lO% m"d,,] "hllT,d,mcc\ , Huth gn>ur' of Ian, e"h ibi{ 
I'lorllen""ysts wld ,umul,,,,r),,I , "I' rrimarily r lagiocia,e but al,o occa,ionally Wilh clinopyroxene 
and oli\ me, where the glomet'O<;'y,t, and CUTlHll oc,y'" ",,,,,i'l 0 f up 10 len illdiv id,w I min"," I gmi"" 
Al l Oflil " ,amp i<;, "" w'Le ul", wi lh th~ v~sicl~s ranging in , ize from 0.5-6nun in dianMer. All {h~ 
,,,mrlo, exlnbit an intergJ'on ular teAtLLJ'e "here {he lIIalri" lIIiTl,r"h iTlc lud. ,,!lvin ,. pla);i,,,, I",e. 
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Bllf/; Rock GeoChl'lI1;,\lry 
5 Bulk Rock CrochclIlistry 
5. 1 Intrudul'Iiun 
HIC!irs! detJiled geochemical smd, of Ill" Cough Island la,,,, "'J' pcrr'mncd by Zlelinski & 
Frey ( 1971)) w~" mc",,,rcd whuk ",ck RIOlO "bund,mces on " difkrent ''''"rl~ ",I jj'om the ,)tie u,cJ 
in {his study. Lot"r. Ie R,,,,, (1985) rerformed a more dClailCd dCICrminJtion ofm"jor '1IId ",>ce 
CklllCnt "l",mbncc, on " newly acquired ,ample set ([he ,am" oomric ,ct u,~d Ln Ih;, ,,,,Jy). 
Recently, Cla" & Ie Rocx (2008) ""lkcICd hIgh pre,i,i'ln Induct;,"]y Coupled PI,,,,",, :vi.", 
Spectrometry (lCP-M<;) trace element ,ic1to, ,,) t~e !)tl;vcf,ily "r ('''PC 1m," (UlT), Ii", (he ,"me 
",mplc ><;1. v.hich were l11"dc ""ai1,,[,1< to.- li se in thi' <tudy A, a ""uk the m".il>!' el em~"t dalO arC 
taken from Ie R,.,~ (1985) " here", tk trace den\C'H d"l 0 OrC [""" ct"" & Ie Ruex Coog). 
Thc '-lel\i'h <;can~,llHl\ (40'iO'S; 08°3 1'10) i, I",,"teu -- 120km 10 the nonh-e'''t of (,ough 
Isbmd "nd dredge sampl~' we re cullected in 198 7 hy SA Aglll~a, (Cruisc l\uml,.,.- 51 )_ The m"j"r "nu 
tracc elem""t dalO for lhc Ihrce ,"mplc' WCrC "C'IlJlreU by X-Ray Fluoresccnce Spectrometry (XRF-<;) 
"nd ICr - ~!S method, ("me method ," l"ed by I" R,.,x {1<)R5) ",,,1 CIa;., &. Ie R()c, COOS); Ci"" & 
Ie R,-..,x. u"rubh\~cd d.lI") "I lhe II ni\'crsily "f ('"PC l'u" n "nd m"de """ilable lor u,e in this ,rudy_ 
This Ch"Pler i, aimeu"t imr()d<J,ing, c()ll1paring 'llld dL>cus,ing the bulk nxk ma jor "n<111'ace 
ele""",t geochemi'try to,. e"ch ofth~ Lo\\'er, Middle elml I F"f"r Ha," I" ()f Ihc (j""gh IsI'mu Ll\'''' 'mu 
to co mrare (k", 1.1.-0, wi 1 ~ the ~ tct\ i'~ SC"m<ll1ll1 I",," ,. 
,, ----
" //" , -' > , .j:;'" , 
.,,"," , , , • -, ,,,~..,. • -.. 
~ , , .- , -, , 
< -
'H' ~'_~ 
, - '''''' ,,"'-
• --'1 • '''' .... ,,-• ,= ... ~. '. " " " 
SKJ,Io¥I") 
Fi~ , ·1: (N"U t-K,O) ", Si(), {TAS) ,h.~"m "",wing 











Hulk Nllck Gcocl!c/JI;,wry 
M"jor dement HnHlys" Ofl h,' ( iO llgh Island lavas ar~ g inn in Tahlo S· I amI ar~ il l",lra"u in 
a In,al-alkall "ho" CI AS) ulHgmm (Fig 5-1) and sdect~d variation diagrams (Fig 5-2) . A pl,>1 of S,O, 
,o"us Na,O+K -0 IT AS ' li agram I indica"" Ih al Ih e Ci<Jugh lslHn<1 la, as is co mpos",) of alh l i ha'"lts, 
trHchybH>a ll> "nd b""altic trachyande, ite, and thus form an alb lr hasa lt . ,rachyle ,orie, (F'g 5-1 
lrachyle, noI ,hown on Ih , TAS <Ii"g,,,m 'IS they do nO! IOrm pat1 of the ," mpl ~ ,~[ lLsod in [his ,(udy)_ 
ll,,"h <I", Lo"er and Mid,lle fj,,-,all> rang, rmrn ba,all lu b""Lil ic m,chYHnd,sit~, In compo,ilion 
wl""e", tbe ' ingl~ Upper Basalt sa mpl e plot ' wi thi n tho II" ,-,Itic tmchyanJcsile fiel<l Hn<1 i, Ihe most 
,'ol"xl "'lllJ'k olll uf Ibi , '"mplc "t. Tbe \-liddle Basalt array is l~" lightl , """!rained than lhe 
Lowo" ll,,,alt array _ (II 0",11 'hcro i, no <Ii 'linel gm upi ng ur ,·mimion of compo,itlon or tr"nd b<1\We n 
,,"ch "r Ih" <Ii ffer~n l group, b"",d 00 11", T AS d'"gram_ 
""' "" ., 
" '" " 
., 
" " " " -, 
, 
• • ,, -
o· • • • " • , 
" • • • • , ! 0 flo " '\ , I • • • • • , " , , • ) · " ~ 0. 0 " • • • ". • • " • • ----------• l<>-' "' ~" . .. • ~~ • - , .. • ,.,,, .. 6 .. ~" • • • Vwor B ... .. • , 
• _H 
" • 00 " • 
" " " , • • " • ' .. , , l • • • • • .~ , " ~ " • " • 0 • • ~: • • , , • \ .. ~ 0 • '. • " • • • • • • • " • .-, - , , , ., " '" " '" " '" " 
", Mq~ 
F;~~~, \\''''!Lon ohdc",d mo.", , lemeO( o' i<l<' ",Jth ~!g~ ("'""'< \lg< . ,,"";, I OO ~l g'-l ~t~-r<")~ 
SiO, (4 :'i _ ::> -.s ::>_~ "t~'J . K,O (I, I ~-4,3Y wl,·. )"nd Al,U, (g,76_l g.5 "t" . ) all exh ibit a nogati ve 
correla ' ion " ilh ~ I g# (~Ig~ mnge, from .17.9 to 75.3: reo range , Ii.."" h . 4~ 10 10_2 Wl~, a",1 MgU 











Bill!. Roc/; Gl'oe/wmistl}' 
" 'lh Mg,',' (,,,, Fig 5·2), I ho ,1",,(1) increa," in .\ 1,0, ,,,tn incroasing ,hff.remimion (i.e. decr"asing 
Mg#l for hath Ihe Low~"- and Middle Ra", ll , IT,dic,,l,,, lll2l pl"gl!ll- I"" ""> nol all imporlam 
fracliooaling phase; Ihis is contirmed hl' J gradual [ncrease in NaD wilh lncn;,,,,ng ,Iiff,n;ntialion. 
elmoI') ro~m" appem~ lO bin ~ !J;"en an imp<J1lani fraclionating pna,. during Ill agma <I ift;'rcmial ioll a, 
the C['t{) conlc-nl of th, la, as deLTeasc, gr,dual'y '" ilh In,,,,,,,,ing ,hffererH",~ion 
hbl. ;_1: XRF-S ITl>]<JT dement 'n.ty ..... roc the LO'"CT. \lidd lc .od LPPCT ~.""lt , of til< 0oo,h 1, I.nd ",,'" of I.", ()a" Irom Ie R,,,,, 
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BlIlk Rock Geocftl'mi.\lry 
Th~ 'ingl~ Upper l3"alt ,ample (ALR6JG) e,hib ib high SiO, (52.6 WI'Yo). AIJ ), (17 5 "'1%) 
anu K,O (4,1)4 "1%) a1}(1 low C,O I~ 74 w~,'o) "b ,m<.bll"e,. aoo therctNe plOls at the more 
ui ffcrentiated end uf the I,u\\ cr R.,," It "rrJY u\ '''''jUT de mcTH > anal iun diagram', l'iO, (~,UY-3 ,85 
,,1'/,) ~~hib i t' a tight negative mrreiJlion with M~# ~"cat~r th.,\]] 54 and a ,catt~,.e,1 "",iti\'e 
corre lation wi lh Imwr \Ig#. ,nuicating the m"rea,ing im[>Ol1m",e of fracli oJl.'lt ing Fe-Ti oxid", with 
ilJCTC"J,ing ,h ffcTenli" lwn. 1' ,0 , (0.34- 1.04 WL ",-o) "nd "a,O II 75_4,7Y ,q~--.) e,hibit," nega L"e 
correlat ion "ith M~# wh~re the Lov.er Ila'-"llt' have hi ~he,. P,(), an d ,<a,() C()nt~nL foc" ~i,en VIgil 
, 















Fi~ 5·.1: Y"no1<oo 01 til< ""omf"" "' '' , I,,,,,,",, " " 
h . nu 1;" "'i," ~h fo r ,be lower. .,1«ldk .ad ~ ppcJ 
1;"" 1,, " f ,1>0 C.'Ju~h ], I"no Jo " ", Sol,d bk'Kk lioc i, 
• I;,,,, "f l>;", fit ",lcuJo OC<! , ,, in~ "II)' ,I., (;';lll!;h 
U ""Il""", "h , ~,oJ~"t " / ,1,, "'~ e" lioc i, ,h""'n 
.1" 'I:,i<l<) 
Ihan the M1JUk i3as"IK The gradnal incr~asc in 1',0 , 
\\ ith lt1Cre,,,, ng diffcrcmialion mdi oale, Ihe min im,,1 
impona nce oj apame "' a fraclionatin g pha", in Ihese 
5.3 Tra,'e EI~IlI~nt G~och~misjry 
l'race elemenl da La fUT the Guugh IsI"",1 ,,,, Ie uf!>,,'a, 
are r~r0l1~d m Ta b\" 5-2 and vaJ'lJ lI~n dia~rJm' of 
,dene,1 trace ciemeJl{, "re shuwn In FIg 5-3. FIg 5-4 
Jnd Fig 5-5 
The abun ,llnoe, of the i ncomralih l~ t rac~ 
clell1cm, B" (346-I~mwm). I'a (1.31-5,05ppm). Nb 
(n.5-~J. l rpmJ alkJ Rb ( 14.R-(04ppm) are all high 
with l1a. Rb "nd e'p"ci" ll y 1'" exhibning " ' Iroog 
]k)' itive correlat ion with Nh (F ig 5-.1; Rh exh ihit< nll)re 
,,,aiteT al "b "b Ll oomJCcs bdow -uOrrm and Rb 
ahu,)(1"lnce< less than - 50Wtn), The !.",;e, an d Middle 
B","IB h""e " simi la r rullge LO incompmibk lrace 
clemen, "b",\<i,r-.:;L"S and Ilwrdu.-e Ihe arr"y, for eaeh 
of the,e gr0<.1[>S are ,urc'fimpo,ed, Th~ ' i ng l~ Upper 
Rasalt ", mpl~ 1,\1 f{ ~lG) ha' hi gh itIClltnp"lihle trate 
d~m~nt abundatICes and plol' at the di ffe,.~ntiated end 
o f Ihe (,o","r anu M1JUic l1a'all "rrJY', As " res,,11 o f 
th~ hi gh abUTHbn o~ of Ila in the " ,)ugh Isl ;iTHll a> as, 
Lhe H,,/"b (1 1.6_1R,O) mOo for tile", la" ,,, IS high. an,1 
Ihe Zr/l\b"nd La/"b ratio rang~' Irom 4.5 to 7,3 "lld 
O.R4 to 1. 1 R. re'pecti\'ely. 
Th" ",emllral i hl~ lrace elements III' (.l ,6 R-










Bul/; Roc/; Geochcmi.\try 
Sr (425. 1 01 :lrrm) c,hibi , a largc range (e'F"'c iall y Ce) and are high It[ ai>,olute abundance. Sr and Y 
both exhib it broad (>O,iti,," correlations with Zr which breaks down at Zr ai>umbn,'e, greater than 
··WOppm, "herra' c. ,m<1 Hfexhlbi l , lro" g p,,,,I,,O Onrrtla ll<lT" with J.r fnr thc o", iro nmgc of l.r 
t()rItell1 rat ion (f ig 5-41. The Lowe r and ~Jiddle Basalt" have ;;im ila r aoolldarltes of these Iface 
eleme nt' and theref",e the Lower and Mi,ldlc B",,,U am,y' are ,uperim(>O,.,I, excepl ill Y ,.,. Zr 
w hCTe lilt I .nWOT Ba,,,lh p~)l al l"wOT Y 'aluc, for a gi"c" 1.T t()rItontral in" n ,C ""gk I JPF"'T \la,alt 
, ampl e (ALR~,(j) hai; hi gh moderate ly illCnmj><1tii>le trace element abllll<iallCe, alld piot, at the 
,hfferemiated elld of the Lo"er '~J(I ~li<idle B",alt army', The ZrlHf ralio, for Gough hlan,l Tange 
from 44. , · ,4 .0 a,\<lthe '-Ib,Ta ralin tange, I;'om I ~ . R to I ~ .. l The YiNh and CdPh ralios range /i'om 
O . 2H-O,~2 and 18S34,O. re'peclively, I'he (L,, ·Smh and (La/ Yb \,; m~101; nmg. from 2.55-5,ns Ul:<.i 
11 R_l0 .:i, rc'pocri\·tI, (\alu~s t\<lI'Illali ,cd t" th"'l<lritit yal "es "f Sun & I>.!c Dnnough ( I <)R~ II 
• " , , , • 0 0 , , 






" ~ ,. •• ,. ,. ., 
Z't"pml "'I, pml 
Fi~ 3_~, " .naU,," of tl>c iLl'Olll~LNc 'mer , ).om"::J\" lIf, y , Cc 'Jld Sr ","h iT fc< tile LoweT, MJddlr ,,\<1 LP~'T Basal" 
of lile 0",~h b l"",1 ,m" 01 1,,,., , ",lid bhck 111)(' i>, liLlc 011>0>1 fit calcul" ,,1 lL , iLl~ ,II t1"" GoLl~n bl enl I,,'" (tb;-
IT"I,,", (,r the ht fit iloc is , ilow" ,Ionls~lq, 
The compallble fen-o-magne"an trace element;; Co (20-'l{)ppm), 7'l i (R . 50-M~ppm) and Cr 
( 11 .4-10:>OWm) c,h ,bil a laTge range ," "b'oluto a~ullda" '.' alld "",rea'c ,y,tom"tica ll y wilh 
incre."illg ditlereilliation ( i,e, decrea,ing Mg#; rig 5 5). The Co, '-Ii alld Cr ai>u ndallces of the Lower 
alld ~l i ddl e Ba'\alls aro ,;milar and lho", f",c thcs~ array' are ' '' >"-1'im",,,od i" ,arial io" diagra ms "f 










BII'/; Roc/; Gc()cflcmi.\uy 
and Cr as {he Lower "nd Mi,id le I)",a ll>. "nd therefore pial> withi" the Lo"er and Middle [iasol{ 
arrays" I he u,",rail deere"," In abun,ian" "'Ihese e"mpallble {r"ce elements indicates the impm1Jnce 
of [he contilluous frac[ ;o""lion of fetro-ma~llcsi",l "'meral, (,uch a, "Ii,""," and clillop;To~en" I with 
ill'''""Smg ""'gma differentia{lOn 
"e' 
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" " " " ". r;~ ~_~, V"""i(" of II" fmu-lmJ:l"",n 
c<",~"'L,bk ,l<"",nl> "ii" Mg. f", II" Lower" 
M Kld l, ""d {lpI'" Th"l" "I ,]x, (;''''gil {,I,,,,ll,,",. 










8"lk Rock GI'IJchl'lllis/I}' 
The majority oflhe layo, [rom (io"gh Islm"J c,hibil ,<Jb-p"mllel primitive lllant le normal ised 
trace element pattern , (F ig 5-1i), " ilh posi, ;, . fla and ~h al1<.,m"lic! ,,, well,,, reiati,," depletion in Th, 
U ",,,I Lr. Some ,ample" exhibit ,mali negat ive Ti anomalies 
The chondri.e n!ll'malised REE ralle,,,, c , hi hi, unif"rm cmichmcni of LREE relative to the 
MRbE and HRbb , ,,-here the LREE and IIRE E are 1()(1-40Ih arK! -- Hl-:'O, dlOtldTitc. rC'f'Cctivciy_ 
The maj ority or the ~EE raHCrlh "TC 'l,b-p"r" lkl. but" f"w individual "amples e~hjh i t slighl 
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Bulk Rock Geochemistry 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Stmt. refers to the samples stratigraphic unit where LB ~ Lower Basalt Series: MB ~ Middle Basalt Series: UB ~ Upper Basalt Series. * indicate trace clement 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Strat. refers to the samples stratigraphic unit where LB ~ Lower Basalt Series; MB ~ Middle Basalt Series; UB ~ Upper Basalt Series. ' 
indicate trace clement concentrations acquired using XRFS methods (all other trace element concentrations acquired using ICP-MS 
methods). All trace clements expressed in ppm. 
5.4 The McNish Seamount 
The three analysed McNish Seamount lavas (AG51-7-1, AG51-7-2 and AG51-7-3) alI have 
near identical major and trace element geochemistry, which suggest that the three rock samples are 
from the same lava flow. Therefore, for the sake of clarity, in some diagrams an average value for all 
three samples is shown instead of the three individual samples. 
The McNish Seamount lavas have similar Si02, K20 and Na20 abundances (Si02=44.73-46.19 
wt%; K20=\.93-2.14 wt%; Na20=2.77-2.99 wt%) to the Gough Island lavas, and therefore McNish 
Seamount data plots within the Gough Island array on a T AS diagram. The McNish Seamount lavas 
also exhibit similar AI20, and CaO abundances (CaO=8.50-9.1 0 wt%; AI 20,= 12.5-12.6 wt%) as welI 
as Mg# (62.89-64.53) as Gough Island. 
The trace element abundances exhibited by the McNish Seamount lavas fall within the ranges 
of the trace element abundances of the Gough Island suite of lavas, but towards the differentiated end 
(Fig 5-3). Since the McNish Seamount exhibits similar trace element ratios to Gough Island, all of the 
incompatible and moderately incompatible trace element ratios for the McNish Seamount falI within 
the range of the respective ratios exhibited by the Gough Island suite of lavas. These trace element 











Bulk Rock Geochemistry 
respectively) as well as Zr/Hf, Yb/Nb, Nb/Ta and Ce/Pb ratios which are -48, -0.57, -18 and -22, 
respectively. The (La/Sm)N and (LalYb)N ratios are -3 and -17, respectively (values normalised to 
chondritic values of Sun & McDonough (1989)). 
Table 5-3: Major and high precision trace 
element data for three samples from the 
McNish Seamount. Data collected using 
XRFS and lCP-MS methods at the University 
of Cape Town (UeT). Data are unpublished 


























































































































































































All major element oxides given as wt%. 
Mg#=atomic 100Mg/(Mg/Fe") with 
Fe20,/FeO=0.20. * indicate trace element 
concentrations acquired using XRFS methods 
(all other trace element concentrations 
acquired using I(P-MS methods). All trace 
element concentrations expressed in ppm. 
Primitive mantle normalised trace element 
patterns (Fig 5-8) plot within the trace element 
compositional field for the Gough Island lavas, and are 
identical to the majority of Gough Island trace element 
patterns. Thus, the McNish seamount lavas exhibit 
positive Sa (-I OOx chondrite), Pb (-60x chondrite) and 
Zr (-22% chondrite) anomalies as well as negative Th 
(-50x chondrite) and U (-40x chondrite) anomalies. 
The chondrite normalised REE patterns exhibit uniform 
enrichment of LREE relative to the MREE and HREE, 
where the LREE and HREE are -190x chondrite and 
-lOx chondrite, respectively. The McNish Seamount 
REE patterns (Fig 5-9) plot within the Gough Island 
REE compositional field and are identical to the Gough 
Island REE patterns. 
The McNish Seamount and the Gough Island 
lavas have almost identical major and trace element 
geochemistry and as a result it is argued that Gough 
Island and the McNish Seamount are derived from 
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6 Isotope Geochemistry 
6.1 Introduction 
An important tool In understanding mantle geochemistry is the use of radiogenic isotope 
systems as geochemical tracers (Hofmann, 1997), such as the Sm-Nd, Rb-Sr, U-Pb and Lu-Hf isotope 
systems (e.g. Gast et 01., 1964 Patchett et 01., 1984, White & Hofmann, 1982). Parent-daughter 
isotope ratios are able to record information of ancient enrichment or depletion events in the mantle as 
radioactive parent isotopes decay into more stable daughter isotopes, thus changing the 
radiogenic/stable isotope ratios as a function of time (Patchett et 01., 1984). The behaviour of 
individual isotope systems differs during different Earth processes and therefore by comparing a 
specific isotope system to another it is possible to ascertain the nature and timing of specific processes 
which may have occurred (Hofmann, 1997, Patchett et 01., 1984). Isotopes ratios, like incompatible 
trace element ratios, are unaffected by melting and crystallisation processes and therefore are a direct 
representation of the primary magma composition and the mantle source region (Hofmann, 1997). 
This chapter discusses the systematics and relevance of the Lu-Hf isotope system and reports, 
for the first time, newly acquired 17°Hf/177Hf isotope ratios for Gough Island and the McNish 
Seamount which are subsequently compared to global alB, MORB and continental 17°Hf;I77Hf 
isotope ratios. 
6.2 The Lu-Hf Isotope System and its Relationship to the Sm-Nd Isotope 
System 
Lutetium (Lu) is the heaviest REE and forms a trivalent cation with an ionic radius of 0.85A, 
whereas hafnium (Hf) is a high-field strength element (HFSE) and forms a tetravalent cation with an 
ionic radius of o. 79A (Whittaker & Muntus, 1970). There are numerous radiogenic isotopes of Lu, but 
175 Lu is the most abundant (97.41 %) and stable isotope, whereas Hf has five stable isotopes C 76Hf to 
1xoHf) with the most abundant being lxIlHf(35.1%) followed by 17xHf(27.297%). 176Lu (2.59%) forms 
176Hfthrough beta decay with a half life of 35.9Ga (Sguigna et aI., 1982) . 
In both the Lu-Hf and Sm-Nd isotope systems, the parent elements (Lu and Sm) are less 
incompatible than the daughter clements and both arc rare-earth elements (Blichert-Toft, 2001, 
Blichert-Toft et 01., 1997). The similarity between the parent elements of these two systems results in 
near-identical behaviour in geochemical systems and together with time-integrated decay, results in a 
well constrained positive correlation in Hf-Nd isotope space (Blichert-Toft, 200 I, Patchett & 












Even though the parent elements are similar in these two isotope systems, the daughter 
elements are not. In the Sm-Nd isotope system the daughter clement (Nd) is a REE whereas in the Lu-
Hf isotope system the daughter clement (Hf) is a HFSE (Blichert-Toft ef a/., 1997) and Nd and Hf 
occur in tri- and tetravalent states, respectively. Differences in ionic radii and valence states between 
Lu and Hf results in two very important decoupling mechanisms, which not only decouples Lu from 
Hf, but also the Lu-Hf isotope system from the Sm-Nd isotope system. 
Hf is more incompatible than Lu during mantle partial melting processes (mineral/melt 
partition coefficients for Hf in gamet, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and olivine are smaller than for 
Lu in the same minerals; (Blichert-Toft et a/., 1997, Donnelly ef aI., 2004, Hauri ef aI., 1994». This 
results in the extraction of Hf in preference to Lu from the upper mantle to newly formed crust, and 
the present day crust is thus enriched in Hf relative to Lu, leaving the mantle depleted in Hf relative to 
Lu (Blichert-Toft ef a/., 1997). Since Hf is able to easily substitute for Zr in the mineral zircon (both 
ions are tetravalent and have similar ionic radii (Blichert-Toft ef aI., 1997, Patchett ef aI., 1984» and 
as zircons are very resistant to both chemical and mechanical weathering, detrital zircons are naturally 
sorted in the oceans into larger-grained sediments which include sandstones and turbidites along and 
adjacent to the world's continental shelves (Patchett ef aI., 1984). This natural sorting process of 
zircons in oceanic sediments acts as a tracer during sediment recycling through the mantle, as zircon-
rich, terrigenous sediments have lower I 76Lu/177Hf isotope ratios (0.002-0.013) and deep-sea, zircon-
poor, pelagic sediments have higher 176Lu/I77Hf isotope ratios (0.035-0.09) (Patchett ef aI., 1984), 
which, with time-integrated decay develop lower and higher I 76Hf/177Hf isotope ratios for terrigenous 
and pelagic sediments, respectively. Subduction and binary mixing of recycled sediment with ambient 
mantle results in a mixture enriched in Hf relative to Lu. Therefore, the lower relative concentration 
of Lu in the resulting mixed mantle results in lower concentrations of 176Hf over time and therefore 
lower I 76Hf/ 77Hf isotope ratios (177Hf is stable and therefore is not affected by decay processes). This 
is known as the Zircon Effect. 
Hf is more incompatible during partial melting events in the presence of garnet than Lu, since 
the mineral/melt partition coefficient for Hf in garnet is smaller than Lu (lIfDGaJTId = 0.115 and LlID(;arnct 
= 4.5 (McKenzie & O'Nions, 1991»; Lu3+ is able to easily substitute A13+ in garnet as a result of 
similar ionic radii and valency states (Salters & Hart, 1989). This results in partial melts derived from 
a garnet bearing source having low Lu/Hf ratios, which with time-integrated decay results in low 
17°Hf/I77Hf isotope ratios (Dickin, 1995, Patchett & Tatsumoto, 1980). The fractionation of Lu/Hf 
ratios is larger than Sm/Nd (Patchett & Tatsumoto, 1980), as the difference between the Lu-Hf 
mineral/melt partition coefficients is larger than for Sm-Nd tlllDGarnct = 0.17 (McKenzie & O'Nions, 
1991) and NdDc;arnct = 0.0052 (Johnson, 1994», and results in the development of a larger variation in 
176Hf/177Hf than 143Nd;J44Nd isotope ratios over time (Dickin, 1995, Patchett & Tatsumoto, 1980, 
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The Tr i,lan da Cunha la\'a, rang, in ~Hfand "",I from o_n to "_15 (Cla" e/ "I., unruilli,hed 
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ratios than the Middle Basalts (Lower Basalts: ZrlHf = 45.0-49.4; Middle Basalts: Zr/Hf = 44.5-54.0). 
The difference in the Zr/Hf ratios between the Lower and Middle Basalts suggests that the Gough 
Island mantle source region is heterogeneous, where the Lower Basalts are generated by a source that 
has similar Hf isotope ratios to the Middle Basalt mantle source region, but has different Zr/Hf trace 
element ratios. The McNish Seamount lavas exhibit similar BalNb, ZrlNb, La/Sm and Zr/Hf ratios as 
the Gough Island basalts (BalNb = 15.2-17.1; ZrlNb = 6.98-7.38; La/Sm = 4.66-4.69; Zr/Hf = 47.6-
48.4). The McNish Seamount lavas plot within the Middle Basalt array on a plot of Zr/Hf vs. 
176Hf/177Hf, which suggests in this respect, that the McNish Seamount mantle source region is similar 











Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
7 Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
7.1 Introduction 
One of the fundamental problems in studying the mantle and mantle dynamics is the inability 
to sample fresh mantle rocks directly from the mantle and therefore geochemists must rely on a range 
of different rocks which can act as a window into the mantle (Hofmann, 1997). Ocean island basalts 
(OIB) serve this objective particularly well as they are mantle derived lavas that do not pass through 
continental crust (Green & Ringwood, 1967, Yoder, 1976) and therefore have been and are still 
extensively studied. However, OIB are still subjected to processes which can alter their original, 
primary composition and therefore corrections need to be made to correct for any chemical overprints 
which can occur as magma migrates from the source region to the surface of the Earth. Such 
processes include mixing of magmas of differing compositions (Andres et af., 2002, Blichert-Toft & 
White, 2001, Davis et af., 2003, Janney & Ie Roex, 2005, Langmuir et af., 1978, Ie Roux et af., 2002), 
crystal fractionation and accumulation effects (Frey & Rhodes, 1993, Gibson et at., 2005, Kltigel et 
af., 2005, Ie Roex, 1985, Ie Roex & Erlank, 1982, Zielinski & Frey, 1970) and contamination by 
country rocks or near surface sediments as well as hydrothermal processes at shallow crustal depths 
(Davis et af., 2003, Hansteen & Troll, 2003). It is important that these chemical overprints are 
understood and corrected for in order to ascertain the nature and composition of the mantle source 
regIOn. 
In this chapter, ten primary magma compositions are calculated from measured major and 
trace element data of Gough Island lavas, which are subsequently used to gain an understanding of the 
nature and composition of the Gough Island mantle source region through constrained forward 
modelling methods. 
7.2 Partial Melting Models 
Different styles of partial melting are postulated to exist, with the two end-members being 
equilibrium (batch) melting and fractional melting. In equilibrium or batch melting, melt produced 
remains in contact with the residual source and therefore is able to equilibrate with the residual source 
until a threshold is reached at which time all the melt is removed (Shaw, 1970). In contrast, fractional 
melting involves the production and immediate removal of infitessimally small amounts of melt, and 
therefore the bulk source composition continually changes (Gast, 1968). Intennediate melting styles 
include aggregated fractional melting, which differs from fractional melting by allowing removed 
melts to aggregate prior to eruption, and continuous melting, where a large portion of the melt 
produced is removed and the remainder of the melt is allowed to equilibrate with new melts produced 
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Equilibrium (batch) melting is preferred in this study as this melting style produces realistic 
results in all the models and is simple to model. Pure fractional melting produces unrealistic results 
and the two intermediate styles of melting, continuous melting and aggregated fractional melting 
produce reasonable results in all the models but are no better than equilibrium melting. Therefore all 
modelling in the remainder of this chapter is based on equilibrium melting, which is defined by the 
following equation: 
Where: 
Equation 7.1: Trace clement behaviour during 
equilibrium (batch) melting (Shaw. 1970). 
C{ = concentration of trace element in melt 
Co = concentration of trace element in source prior to melting 
Do = bulk partition coefficient of trace element, calculated 
from phase proportions in source prior to melting by the 
equation: Do = I,XoD 
F = degree of melting (O:-S; F:-S; 1) 
P = bulk partition coefficient of trace element, calculated 
from the phase proportions entering melt by the 
equation: P = I, pD 
Xo = phase proportions in source material (Start Mode) 
p = proportions of phase entering melt (Melt Mode) 
7.3 Determination of Primary Magma Compositions 
The magma produced from the melting of a source region that has not undergone any 
subsequent form of differentiation or contamination processes is known as a primary magma. The 
majority of basalts are argued to have undergone crystal fractionation processes after melting and 
prior to eruption, and therefore cannot be classified as primary magmas (O'Hara, 1965). Crystal 
fractionation processes results in the removal of mineral phases from magma whereas crystal settling 
results from the addition of mineral phases to the magma. Roeder & Emslie (1970) argued that 
basaltic magmas with a Mg# greater than 68 can be considered to be primary, as such a magma of this 
composition is in equilibrium with mantle olivine (~F oxxd. Since primary magmas indirectly reflect 
the composition of the mantle source region it is imperative that primary magma compositions be 
determined in order to fully understand the chemical nature of a mantle source region. 
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A number of secondary processes can act on the original magma composition, these include 
alteration by surrounding country rock, contamination by near-surface sediment and interaction with 
hydrothennal fluid as well as crystal fractionation and accumulation processes. Contamination of the 
Gough Island primary magmas by hydrothennal processes and interaction with the surrounding 
country rock and near-surface sediments is assumed to be minimal as the Gough Island lavas do not 
exhibit low Ce/Pb anomalies expected to be inherited from seawater circulating through the volcanic 
stack and near-surface sediments (Ben Othman et aI., 1989, Class & Ie Roex, 2008, Plank & 
Langmuir, 1998). Therefore the calculation of the primary magma compositions for these lavas 
involves correcting primarily for fractional crystallisation and crystal accumulation processes. The 
Mg# of a magma undergoing crystal fractionation/accumulation processes changes as ferro-
magnesian minerals (e.g. olivine and pyroxene) are either removed or added to the primary magma, 
and therefore monitoring of the Mg# is useful when calculating primary magma compositions. Both 
Zielinski & Frey (1970) and Ie Roex (1985) have argued that the Gough Island lavas have undergone 
up to 40% fractional crystallisation of olivine and clinopyroxene, which is confinned petrographically 
as olivine and clinopyroxene are the major phenocryst phases in this suite of lavas. The accumulation 
of these two mineral phases is corrected for in the calculation of primary magma compositions 
(described below). 
Table 7-1: Table of miner all melt partition coefficients used throughout this study. 
















































































All values arc minerallmelt partition coefficients. Abbreviations: Gmt - garnet. Cpx - clinopyroxene. 
Opx - orthopyroxene. 01 - olivine, Sp - spinel. * indicates values are either calculated or fictional, 
where calculated values are listed with their respective reference and fictional values have no other 
reference. References as follows: "(Beattie, 1993). h(Donnclly 1'1 al.. 2004). '(Foley 1'1 aI., 2000), 
d( Fujimaki. 1986), '(Hauri 1'1 aI., 1994), I(Hom 1'1 al.. 1994). g( Kennedy ('1 al.. 1993). h(McKay ('1 01., 
1994). '(McKenzie & O'Nions, 1991), \McKcnzie & Onions. 1995), k(Miinkcr 1'1 01..2004), I(Hauri 1'1 
01.. 1994). Ill(Rubatto & Hermann, 2003). "(Thomas 1'1 al .. 2002), u(Mysen. 1978), p(Hart & Davis, 











Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
Other mineral phases which have been shown to have contributed to crystal 
fractionation/accumulation processes in the Gough Island lavas are plagioclase, Fe-Ti oxides (present 
as ilmenite in the basalts used in this study) and apatite (Ie Roex, 1985, Zielinski & Frey, 1970). 
However, it was shown in Chapter 5 that these mineral phases are not important fractionating phases 
in the more primitive Gough Island lavas (Mg#>~50). This observation is confirmed petrographically, 
where these mineral phases are either absent or present in small modal abundances in the lavas chosen 
to be corrected for primary magma compositions. Ie Roex (1985) also shows that fractionation of the 
Fe-Ti oxides and apatite only occurs at higher degrees of differentiation than experienced by the lavas 
in the sample set used in this study. 
In order to minimise the necessary corrections, only samples with Mg# >55 (MgO = 6-8wt%; 
Ni and Cr = 85-250ppm) were used to calculate primary magma compositions. In addition, only fresh, 
aphyric to moderately porphyritic lavas were used, as these lavas are assumed to have been least 
affected by late-stage alteration and crystal fractionation/accumulation processes. Thus, ten samples 
were chosen for primary magma calculations based on the above criteria, and are listed in Table 7-2. 
In calculating the fractionation effects on the Gough Island lavas using a least squares 
approximation technique, Ie Roex (1985) showed the ratios of accumulated clinopyroxene and olivine 
were not constant and varied from olivine dominated to clinopyroxene dominated (ol:cpx ratios range 
from 1:0 to I :4). Therefore, in order to correct for the effect of crystal fractionation on the major and 
trace element compositions, clinopyroxene and olivine were added in equal proportions to the 
primitive lava compositions in I % increments until an Mg# of 69 was reached. The clinopyroxene 
composition was kept constant at WOso En20 Fs30 (based on microprobe data of clinopyroxene; Ie Roex 




K Fe-I(c = £; = 0.30 ± 0.03 
d (~; j"'1 
(Roeder & Emslie, 1970) 
Trace element concentrations were calculated after each addition of clinopyroxene and olivine 
using the Rayleigh law for fractional crystallisation: 
C, = concentration of trace element in fractionated liquid 
Co = concentration of trace element in parental liquid 
F = fraction of liquid remaining 



















































ALR6G ALR10G ALR12G ALR32G 
Meas. 28% Meas. 14% Meas. 24% Meas. 18% 
Cone. Add. Cone. Add. Cone. Add. Cone. Add. 
49.48 48.89 49.27 48.94 47.99 48.07 50.68 49.76 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Mg# 55 69 63 69 57 69 61 69 62 69 61 69 60 69 62 69 59 69 59 69 
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Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
The use of the REE is a powerful tool when attempting to constrain the role of certain 
minerals during melting processes. This is due to the varying degrees of compatibility of the LREE to 
HREE in different mantle minerals (expressed as mineral/melt partition coefficients and the REE 
mineral/melt partition coefficients are well established). It is argued that an alB mantle source region 
can be composed of one or a combination of three different rock types; peridotite, eclogite and garnet 
pyroxenite (Herzberg, 2006, Hirose & Kushiro, 1993, Kogiso et aI., 1998, Kogiso & Hirschmann, 
2006, Kogiso et aI., 2003, Sobolev et aI., 2007, Sobolev et aI., 2005, Takahashi & Kushiro, 1983). 
Garnet mayor may not be present, depending on the depth of melting (Takahashi, 1986, Walter & 
Presnall, 1994). Therefore, an understanding the role of garnet is required in order to understand the 
mineralogical nature of a mantle source region. This can be achieved by modelling REE behaviour in 
a source with variable garnet, as the compatibility of the REE in garnet increases from the LREE 
through the MREE to the HREE. Therefore if melting occurred in the presence of garnet, the HREE 
would be buffered and the melt would have a lower concentration of HREE than MREE and LREE 
(relative to chondrite). 
The remainder of this chapter aims at understanding the mineralogy of the Gough Island 
mantle source region, through the use of constrained forward modelling methods for each of the rock 
types capable of producing silica-undersaturated lavas similar in composition to the Gough Island 
magmas. 
7.5 A Peridotite Mantle Source Region 
Peridotite, composed of olivine, clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and garnet or spinel, is the 
most common rock type in the upper mantle (Jaques & Green, 1980, Kushiro, 1968, Ringwood, 1975, 
Sun & McDonough, 1995), where spinel is stable at lower pressures «25-35kbar (Takahashi, 1986, 
Walter & Presnall, 1994)) and garnet is stable at higher pressures (Kushiro & Yoder, 1966, 
Ringwood, 1958, Ringwood, 1966, Takahashi, 1986, Walter & Presnall, 1994). Basaltic melts, such 
as alB, derived from the upper mantle have long thought to be the product of partial melting of 
peridotite (Kushiro, 1968, Takahashi, 1986) and as a result many melting experiments have been 
perfonned on peridotites using a number of different techniques and approaches (Boyd & England, 
1960, Ito & Kennedy, 1967, Jaques & Green, 1980, Johnson & Kushiro, 1992, Kinzler & Grove, 
1992, Kushiro et aI., 1972, Ohtani & Kumazawa, 1981, Stolper, 1980, Yoder, 1952) in order to fully 
understand the processes involved in generating melts in the upper mantle. 
Jaques and Green (1980) showed experimentally that four main melting fields (Fig 7-2) are 
present on the peridotite P-T phase diagram, with the first melting field being defined as 
olivine(OI)+orthopyroxene(Opx)+c1inopyroxene(Cpx)+AI-phase+liquid( L) (where AI-phase is spinel 
or garnet depending on pressure) as the first melts are formed near the solidus. Since melting results 
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refractory (ie increasing Mg/(Mg+Fe) and Cr/(Cr+AI) ratios), this is seen by the removal of AI from 
spinel/garnet (through Cr-AI substitution), resulting in the fonnation Cr-spinel (Jaques & Green, 
1980). Thus, the second melting field is defined as OI+Opx+Cpx+Cr-spinel+L. The third and fourth 
melting fields are marked by the exhaustion of clinopyroxene (OI+Opx+Cr-spinel+L) and 
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Fig 7-2: poT diagram for melting of pyrolite adapted from 
Jaques & Green (1980). 01 - olivine; Opx - orthopyroxene; 
Cpx - clinopyroxene; Sp - spinel; Cr - chrome spinel; PI -
plagioclase; L - liquid. 
Melting experiments have shown that partial melts from a peridotitic source range from 
silica-saturated to silica-undersaturated as a function of, among others, the degree of partial melting 
and pressure (Jaques & Green, 1980, Kushiro, 1968), where melts range from alkali olivine basalt 
«15% melting) through olivine tholeiite (20-30% melting) to komatiite-picrite (40-60% melting) 
(Jaques & Green, 1980, Walter & Presnall, 1994) and generally become silica-undersaturated with 
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by moderate degrees of partial melting above 10kbar (in both the spinel and garnet stability fields) 
within the second melting field as defined by Jaques & Green (1980) (clinopyroxene still present). 
Therefore melting experiments have shown that it is possible to form magma compositions 
similar to the Gough Island alkali basalt primary magmas as a result of moderate degrees of partial 
melting of a garnet or a spinel lherzolite mantle source region. 
7.5.1 Spinel Lherzolite 
Constrained forward modelling of a spinel lherzolite mantle source regIOn first involves 
calculating a potential mantle source region composition assuming 8% equilibrium melting of the 
ALR6G primary magma and secondly the calculation of a range of model melt compositions 
assuming 6-10% equilibrium melting of the potential mantle source region composition. Mineral/melt 
partition coefficients used in the model are listed in Table 7-1 whereas the start and melt modes are 
listed in Table 7-3. The spread and gradients of the calculated model melt chondrite normalised REE 
patterns are subsequently compared to one of the Gough Island primary magmas (ALR35G) which 
exhibits some of the highest REE abundances and one of the steepest REE patterns of this dataset. 
The remainder of this section first discusses the validity of the assumptions and parameters used in 
this model followed by the presentation and discussion of the results. 
Even though the spread and gradients of the model melt REE patterns can be changed by 
adjusting various parameters, the overall shape of the pattern remains the same as this is determined 
by the primary magma used in the model. Minor changes in both the absolute abundances of REE as 
well as the gradients of the calculated model melt REE patterns are observed when changing the 
primary magma composition used in the model. However, the changes are subtle and therefore the 
primary magma composition used in the model (ALR6G) was chosen because it exhibits some of the 
lowest REE abundances of any of the Gough Island primary magmas. 
Diagrams of Y vs. Zr (Fig 5-4) and Zr/Hf vs. 17°Hf;J77Hf (Fig 6-6) indicate that the Gough 
Island mantle source region is heterogeneous, however the heterogeneities are assumed to be localised 
within a single source region as the overall geochemistry of the Lower, Middle and Upper Basalts are 
identical. Therefore, if the Gough Island mantle source region is composed of spinel lherzolite, it 
follows that the full range of Gough Island REE patterns should be produced from this source, which 
includes the full compositional range of REE as well as crossing REE patterns at Dy. Thus, the 
calculated model melts produced from this source region are compared to one of the Gough Island 
primary magmas (ALR35G) which exhibits some of the highest REE abundances and one of the 
steepest REE patterns (Fig 7 -3b) out of this dataset. 
The spread of the model melt REE patterns can be changed by adjusting the degree of partial 











Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
of partial melting decreases the spread of all the REE. 8% equilibrium melting was chosen for all the 
peridotitic models as this degree of partial melting is within the acceptable field of partial melting 
required for producing alkali basalt melts (Jaques & Green, 1980, Walter & Presnall, 1994) and also 
produces the best correlation between calculated model melt REE patterns and the Gough Island 
primary magma REE patterns. 
The spread and the slope of the model melt REE patterns can also be changed by adjusting the 
start and melt modes (Table 7-3) as well as the mineral/melt partition coefficients (Table 7-1). 
Large variations are observed in literature values for start and melt modes, where values for 
spinel lherzolite range from having 2-8% spinel, 46-58% olivine, 28-30% orthopyroxene and 10-18% 
clinopyroxene in the source, with phases entering the melt varying from 5-22% for spinel, 10-45% for 
olivine, 20-55% for orthopyroxene and 65-67% for clinopyroxene (Class et aI., 1994, Johnson et aI., 
1990, Kelemen et aI., 2003). Orthopyroxene, olivine and spinel exercise little control in changing the 
spread of the model melt REE patterns, whereas a decrease in the spread of all the REE is observed 
when the start and melt modes for clinopyroxene are increased. However, the start and melt modes for 
clinopyroxene should not be increased as the chosen values are near the maximum values observed in 
literature. Also, adjustments to the start and melt modes do not result in a change in the calculated 
model melt REE patterns and therefore cannot produce crossing REE patterns as observed in the 
Gough Island primary magmas. 
Large variations are also exhibited in literature values for the mineral/melt partition 
coefficients, where literature values for La and Lu in clinopyroxene range from 0.032 to 0.103 
(McKay et aI., 1994, Skulski et aI., 1994, Sobolev et aI., 1996) and 0.223 to 0.958 (Hauri et aI., 1994, 
Johnson, 1994, Skulski et aI., 1994), respectively. By increasing the mineral/melt partition 
coefficients for clinopyroxene (as well as olivine, orthopyroxene and spinel) the spread of the REE for 
the model melts decreases. Changes in the gradients of the model melt REE patterns are observed 
when adjusting the mineral/melt partition coefficients; however, unrealistic values are required in 
order to create crossing REE patterns similar to the Gough Island primary magmas. 
Therefore, the parameters used throughout this study are based on literature values, but have 
been adjusted so as to produce the best correlation between the model melt REE patterns and the 
Gough Island primary magma REE patterns (for this and all subsequent models). 
Based on the assumptions discussed thus far, Fig 7-3a) shows that the calculated REE 
composition of a spinel lherzolite mantle source region is LREE enriched relative to HREE 
((La/Sm):--J=2.25) and has LREE and HREE abundances of 12.4x and 2.87x chondrite, respectively. 
The calculated chondrite normalised REE patterns of model melts derived from this mantle source are 
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Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
The LREE abundances exhibited by ALR35G are produced by 6-7% equilibrium melting of 
this source whereas 15% equilibrium melting is required to produce similar HREE abundances. Thus 
a spinel lherzolite mantle source region cannot account for the overall spread of REE exhibited by the 
Gough Island primary magmas, nor produce melt REE patterns similar to the Gough Island primary 
magmas nor melt REE patterns that cross at Dy. 
Table 7-3: Start and melt modes used throughout this study. 
Garnet 
Sp Lherzolite Gmt Lherzolite Pyroxenite 
Start Melt Start Melt Start Melt 
Mode Mode Mode Mode Mode Mode 
(X.) (p) (X.) (p) (X.) (p) 
Gmt 0.03 0.49 0.20 0.47 
Cpx 0.17 0.68 0.10 0.43 0.80 0.53 
Opx 0.27 0.12 0.29 0.04 
01 0.50 0.12 0.58 0.04 
Sp 0.06 0.08 
Abbreviations: Sp spinel; Gmt - garnet. All start and melt 
modes based on values from Class 1'1 al.. (1994), Donnelly 1'1 
al., (2004), Johnson 1'1 aI., (1990), Keleman 1'1 al.. (1992. 
2003), Stracke 1'1 aI., (2003). 
In summation, it is argued that the Gough Island mantIe source region is unlikely to be 
composed of spinel lherzolite, since (a) the spread of the model melt REE is different to that shown by 
the Gough Island primary magma REE, and (b) partial melts from such a source do not exhibit 
crossing REE patterns at Dy. Therefore the Gough Island mantle source region must be composed of a 
different rock type; one which contains a mineral which is able to buffer the HREE during partial 
melting processes thereby producing melt REE patterns with varying MREE-HREE gradients. One 
such mineral is gamet, as the HREE are more compatible in garnet than in any of the other mantle 
minerals. A peridotitic rock which contains garnet is garnet lherzolite. 
7.5.2 Garnet Lherzolite 
Constrained forward modelling of a garnet lherzolite mantle source regIOn first involves 
calculating a potential mantle source region composition assuming 8% equilibrium melting of the 
ALR6G primary magma and secondly the calculation of a range of model melt compositions 
assuming 5-8% equilibrium melting of the potential mantle source region. The start and melt modes 
used for this model are listed in Table 7-3 and the mineral/melt partition coefficients used in the spinel 
lherzolite model, presented in Section 7.5.1, are applied to this model. Similar to Section 7.5.1, the 
spread and gradients of the calculated model melt chondrite normalised REE patterns are 
subsequently compared to the ALR35G primary magma. The assumptions used in this model are 
similar to those made in Section 7.5.1. Therefore the remainder of this section, first discusses the 











Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
Similar to the partial melting of a spinel lherzolite source (Section 7.5.1), the gradient and 
spread of the garnet lherzolite calculated model melt REE patterns can be significantly changed by 
adjusting parameters such as start and melt modes (Table 7-3), the mineral/melt partition coefficients 
(Table 7-1), the degree of partial melting or the primary magma composition used in calculating the 
potential mantle source composition (all, except the choice of primary magma are discussed later, as 
this was discussed in Section 7.5.1). 
For the same reasons as given in Section 7.5.1 the potential mantle source composition was 
calculated using the Gough Island primary magma ALR6G, as this primary magma exhibits some of 
the lowest abundances of REE and one of the shallowest REE pattern slopes out of this dataset. It 
follows that if the Gough Island mantle source region is composed of garnet lherzolite, that the partial 
melting of this source should produce calculated model melt REE patterns similar to all the Gough 
Island primary magmas (which includes REE patterns which cross as Dy). Thus, the calculated model 
melt REE patterns are compared to the Gough Island primary magma ALR35G (Fig 7-4b) as this 
primary magma exhibits some of the highest REE abundances and the steepest REE pattern slope out 
of this dataset. 
Both the gradient and spread of the model melt REE patterns can be controlled by varying the 
degree of partial melting used to calculate the mantle source region, where an increase in the degree 
of partial melting results in steeper model melt REE patterns and a larger and smaller spread of the 
LREE and HREE, respectively. Therefore, 8% equilibrium melting was chosen for use in all the 
peridotitic models as this degree of partial melting is within the acceptable field of partial melting 
required for producing alkali basalt melts (Jaques & Green, 1980, Walter & Presnall, 1994) and also 
produces the best correlation between calculated model melt REE patterns and the Gough Island 
primary magma REE patterns. 
Large variations are also seen In literature values for start and melt modes for garnet 
lherzolite, where start and melt modes range from having 8-20% gamet, 54-60% olivine, 17-25% 
orthopyroxene and 9-15% clinopyroxene in the source, with phases entering the melt varying from 5-
42% for gamet, 5-13% for olivine, 5-18% for orthopyroxene and 25-65% for clinopyroxene (Class et 
al., 1994, Johnson et af., 1990, Kelemen et af., 1992, Kelemen et af., 2003, Stracke et af., 2003). The 
spread of the MREE-HREE and shape of the calculated melt REE patterns are mainly controlled by 
the start and melt modes of clinopyroxene and garnet. An increase in either the start or melt modes for 
these minerals, results in the range of mainly the HREE, but also the MREE, to decrease as the REE 
patterns become flatter. This is due to buffering of mainly the HREE, but also the MREE, as a result 
of partial melting processes occurring in the presence of garnet. 
The mineral/melt partition coefficients for La and Lu, in gamet, range from 0.01-0.0164 and 
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Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
225x and Lu=12.8-l4.3x chondrite; (La/Sm)N=2.98-3.49), exhibit similar absolute abundances of 
REE as the Gough Island primary magmas and exhibit crossing REE patterns at Dy. The spread for 
both the LREE and HREE for 5-8% equilibrium melting covers the entire compositional range of the 
Gough Island primary magmas. 
The model melt REE pattern which corresponds to 6% equilibrium melting is near-identical, 
in both REE pattern slope and absolute abundances of all the REE, to the Gough Island primary 
magma ALR35G. Also, the calculated model melt REE patterns for 5-8% equilibrium melting exhibit 
crossing REE patterns at Dy. 
In summation, the Gough Island mantle source region must contain a mineral, such as gamet, 
which is able to buffer the HREE during partial melting events, thereby producing partial melt REE 
patterns with varying MREE-HREE gradients. Therefore, it is argued that the Gough Island mantle 
source region could be composed of a garnet lherzolite. 
7.6 Pyroxenite Mantle Source Region 
Recently, it has been argued that pyroxenite and eclogite may be present in the source regions 
of some OIB, such as Hawaii (Sobolev et aI., 2007, Sobolev et aI., 2005). The presence of eclogite in 
the shallow mantle is argued to occur by the incorporation of recycled oceanic crust into rising plumes 
(Sobolev et aI., 2007). Melting experiments have shown that the solidus for eclogite is lower than that 
for peridotite and therefore entrained eclogite can be expected to undergo decompression melting in 
the rising plume prior to melting of peridotite (Kogiso & Hirschmann, 2006, Sobolev et aI., 2007). 
Melts derived from eclogite have been suggested by Sobolev et al. (2007) to be silica-rich (tholeiitic). 
However, melting experiments have shown that it is possible to form a nepheline-normative, silica-
undersaturated melt if the recycled eclogite component had experienced fractional removal of fluids 
or melts either during subduction or during transport through the mantle prior to decompression 
melting (Kogiso & Hirschmann, 2006). The nepheline-normative melts produced from the 
decompression melting of such a melt-depleted eclogite are able to satisfactorily explain the high 
FeO* and CaO as well as the low Al 20 3 and Si02 trends of alkali basalts if decompression melting 
occurs between -3-5 GPa (Kogiso & Hirschmann, 2006). However, the MgO concentration of the 
produced melts is too low, which suggests that eclogite derived melts require further interaction with 
mantle peridotite prior to eruption in order to satisfy the magnesian content of alkali OIB and 
therefore the eclogite derived melts only contribute a low Al20 1 and high FeO* component to the 
alkali OIB primary magmas (Kogiso & Hirschmann, 2006). 
It is also argued that a garnet pyroxenite can be produced in the rising plume, by reacting the 
low SiO:, eclogite derived decompression melts with the surrounding mantle peridotite (Fig 7-5). The 
OIB primary magmas can be subsequently generated by the decompression melting of the garnet 
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Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
and the potential temperature (amount of eclogite transported by the rising plume is affected by the 
buoyancy of the plume which, in tum, is dependent on the potential temperature) (Sobolev et aI., 
2007, Sobolev et aI., 2005). 
7.6.1 Garnet Pyroxenite 
Constrained forward modelling of a garnet pyroxenite mantle source region first involves 
calculating a potential mantle source region composition assuming 50% equilibrium melting of the 
ALR6G primary magma and secondly the calculation of a range of model melt compositions 
assuming 30-50% equilibrium melting of the potential mantle source region. The start and melt modes 
used for this model are listed in Table 7-3 and the mineral/melt partition coefficients used in the spinel 
lherzolite model, presented in Section 7.5.1, are applied to this model. Similar to Section 7.5.1, the 
spread and gradients of the calculated model melt chondrite normalised REE patterns are 
subsequently compared to the ALR35G primary magma. The assumptions used in this model are 
similar to those made in Section 7.5.1. Therefore, the remainder of this section first discusses the 
assumptions as applicable to this model, followed by the presentation and interpretation of the results. 
Similar to the partial melting of a spinel lherzolite source (Section 7.5.1), the gradient and 
spread of the garnet pyroxenite calculated model melt REE patterns can be changed by adjusting 
parameters such as start and melt modes (Table 7-3), the mineral/melt partition coefficients (Table 
7-1), the degree of partial melting or the primary magma composition used (ALR6G for the same 
reasons given in Section 7.5.1) in calculating the potential mantle source composition. 
Both the gradient and spread of the model melt REE patterns can be controlled by varying the 
degree of partial melting used to calculate the mantle source region, where a decrease in the degree of 
partial melting results in an increase in the LREE and a decrease in the HREE. This adjustment results 
in the LREE-MREE and the LREE-HREE gradients for the model melt REE patterns to increase and 
decrease, respectively. A decrease in the degree of partial melting results in the spread of the LREE to 
increase and the HREE to decrease. The primary magma composition was chosen to undergo 50% 
equilibrium melting, as this produces the best correlation between calculated model melt REE patterns 
and the Gough Island primary magma REE patterns and is also based on work by Sobolev et a/., 
(2005). 
Literature start modes for garnet and clinopyroxene in a garnet pyroxenite are 20% and 80%, 
respectively, with melt modes for the same minerals being 11 % and 89%, respectively (Donnelly et 
al., 2004). By decreasing the modal abundance (start mode) of garnet present in the source (thereby 
increasing the modal abundance of clinopyroxene), the HREE arc less buffered and exhibit a larger 
spread in absolute abundance. The slope of the MREE-HREE therefore becomes steeper for lower 
degrees of partial melting (and vice versa when increasing the modal abundance of garnet in the 
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Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
has LREE and HREE abundances of 7S.7x and 10.7x chondrite, respectively. The calculated 
chondrite normalised REE patterns for melts derived from this source (30-S0% equilibrium melting of 
ALR6G primary magma) are LREE enriched relative to HREE (La=201-23Ix and Lu=12.7-l3.7x 
chondrite; (La/Sm)};=2.98-3.S9) and exhibit crossing patterns at Dy as well as similar REE 
abundances as the Gough Island primary magmas. The spread of the LREE for the model melts are 
slightly larger than the spread of the HREE, where ~32-S0% and ~28-S0% covers the ranges of the 
LREE and HREE, respectively, exhibited by the Gough Island primary magmas. 
The model melt REE pattern which corresponds to 3S% equilibrium melting is near-identical, 
in both REE pattern slope and absolute abundances of all the REE, to the Gough Island primary 
magma ALR3SG. Also, the calculated model melt REE patterns for 30-S0% equilibrium melting 
exhibit crossing REE patterns at Dy. 
In summation, the Gough Island mantle source region can be composed of a garnet pyroxenite. 
This suggests that the Gough Island mantle source region could contain an ancient recycled 
lithospheric component responsible for the EM type isotope ratios of the Gough Island lavas (Sobolev 
et aI., 2007, Sobolev et aI., 200S). This is explored further in Chapter 8. 
7.7 Summary of Mantle Source Region Modelling 
Constrained forward modelling indicates that the production of the Gough Island lavas cannot 
be accounted for by the partial melting of a spinel lherzolite mantle source region. This is because a 
spinel lherzolite mantle source region is incapable of producing similar abundances of LREE and 
HREE, for the same degree of partial melting, as the Gough Island suite of lavas and is also incapable 
of accounting for the production of the ALR3SG primary magma composition or the crossing REE 
patterns at Dy. 
Constrained forward modelling indicates that the Gough Island lavas can be produced by the 
partial melting of a garnet rich source such as a garnet lherzolite or a garnet pyroxenite. Both of these 
models produce calculated model melt REE patterns which cross at Dy, plot within the Gough Island 
composition field and are similar in shape to the ALR3SG primary magma composition. However, 
constrained forward modelling of REE does not allow for any distinction between a garnet pyroxenite 
or a garnet lherzolite mantle source region to be made. Therefore, it is concluded that the Gough 
Island mantle source region is rich in garnet and is either composed of a garnet lherzolite or a garnet 
pyroxenite. 
This conclusion indicates that the Gough Island array should exhibit a steep gradient in 
I 76Hf;I77Hf vs. 143Nd/IHNd space and exhibit low I 76Hf/177Hf isotope ratios as a result of the Gamet 
Effect (discussed in Section 6.2). In Chapter 6 that the Gough Island lavas do exhibit low 176H fl l77Hf 
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but rather a gradient approximately the same as the Hf-Nd mantle array line. This indicates that even 
though the REE concentrations of these lavas is accounted for by partial melting of a garnet rich 
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8 Evolution of the Gough Island Mantle Source Region 
8.1 Introduction 
Numerous studies of alB from around the world have argued that the enriched trace element and 
isotope compositions of alB require involvement of a lithospheric component. Many arguments have 
been made as to what this component consists of, but some of the more common suggestions include 
delaminated sub-continental lithospheric mantle (SCLM) (Class & Ie Roex, 2006, Gibson et aI., 2005, 
Lustrino, 2005, Milner & Ie Roex, 1996), recycled continental crustal material (terrigenous sediment 
or lower crust) and/or recycled oceanic sediments (pelagic sediments) (Andres et aI., 2002, Chauvel et 
al., 1992, Eisele ef aI., 2002, Salters & White, 1998, Weaver, 1991, White & Hofmann, 1982). 
The Gough Island lavas are amongst the most geochemically unique alB from around the world 
and therefore a better understanding of the interaction of an alB mantle source region with a recycled 
lithospheric component can be gained by studying these lavas. This chapter aims to use binary mixing 
calculations between compiled datasets of SCLM, lower crust and modem marine sediments with an 
assumed, suitable starting mantle source region composition to determine whether the addition of any 
of these components can account for the unusual composition of the Gough Island mantle source 
regIOn. 
8.1.1 The Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
Global alB and MaRS samples exhibit contrasting compositions in isotope space (Fig 6-4 and 
Fig 6-5), MaRS samples tend to cluster together whereas alB fan away from the MaRS cluster 
(Hofmann, 1997, Zindler & Hart, 1986). This trend suggests that the various global alB plot on a 
mixing line between less radiogenic (depleted relative to PM) and more radiogenic (enriched relative 
to PM) mantle components (Hart, 1988, Hart ef aI., 1992, Hofmann, 1997, Zindler & Hart, 1986). 
Since the Gough Island lavas exhibit some of the most enriched (relative to PM) 176Hf/77Hf 
(0.282699± 12 - 0.282778± 10), 143Nd;J44Nd (0.512517±9 - 0.512596±23) and X7 Sr/X6Sr (0. 704859± 12 
- 0.705321±12) isotope ratios of all alB, these lavas may exhibit a strong contribution from an 
isotopically enriched (relative to PM) recycled component. These lavas also exhibit anomalously high 
SalNb ratios (11.6-18.0; discussed in Chapter 5) and prominent negative Ce-anomalies (0.92-1.04) 
(Class & Ie Roex, 2008). Their combined characteristics make Gough Island lavas unique within the 
global alB dataset. 
8.1.2 Ce-Anomalies 
Ce anomalies are expressed as (Ce/Ce*)Nd which is defined as the ratio between CeN (chondrite 
normalised Ce) and the interpolated CeN concentration of a smooth REE pattern calculated from the 
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Equation 8.1: Calculation of Ce-anomalies 
relative to La and Nd. expressed as (Ce/Ce*):-;d 
(Class & Ie Roex. 2008). 
Ce anomalies present in OIB can be used in determining the contribution of recycled sediment 
to intra-plate magmatism (Ben Othman et aI., 1989, Class & Ie Roex, 2008, Shimizu et aI., 1992, 
White et al., 1985). This is because Ce can be oxidised to Ce4+ under highly oxidising conditions, 
whereas all other REE remain in a trivalent oxidation state, thus allowing fractionation of Ce4+, 
relative to other REE, to occur (Class & Ie Roex, 2008). Fe-Mn flocs and manganese nodules exhibit 
a positive Ce anomaly as a result of preferential scavenging of Ce4- from ocean water (Elderfield et 
aI., 1981, Piper, 1974), which results in ocean water exhibiting a complementary negative Ce anomaly 
(Elderfield & Greaves, 1982). Therefore sediment in the oceans are able to inherit the negative Ce-
anomaly from the ocean water (Ben Othman et aI., 1989, Cronan & Hodkinson, 1997, Hole et aI., 
1984, Plank & Langmuir, 1998, Toyoda et aI., 1990) and when recycled and mixed with a mantle 
source region can result in the source region developing a negative Ce-anomaly signature. 
8.1.3 Previous Work 
On the basis of trace element and limited Sr and Nd isotope data, Ie Roex (1985) argued that the 
Gough Island mantle source region must have been enriched relative to a more depleted MORB 
source region. This argument was based on low Zr/Nb, Y INb and high BaINb trace element ratios 
present in the Gough Island lavas. Ie Roex (1985) suggested that the high BaINb ratios could have 
formed as a result of veining by low degree partial melts, metasomatic fluids or sediment recycling. 
Willbold & Stracke (2006) argued, based on previously measured trace element data (Ie Roex, 1985, 
Weaver et aI., 1987), that the trace element geochemistry of the Gough Island lavas can be explained 
by a recycled oceanic lithospheric component with variable upper and lower continental crust. 
Recently, Class & Ie Roex (2008) argued, based on high precision trace element data, that the 
Gough Island lavas exhibit a significant negative Ce-anomaly, which they argue did not form by near-
surface contamination or by weathering processes since the Ce/Pb ratios are typical for OlB 
compositions. They argue that the negative Ce anomaly formed as a result of the interaction of the 
Gough Island mantle source region with a recycled sediment component which had a negative Ce 
anomaly that developed prior to subduction. 
All of these previous studies have argued that the Gough Island lavas must have formed from a 
mantle source region which interacted with a recycled component. Thus the models presented in the 
remainder of this Chapter involve calculating binary mixing curves between a suitable starting 
component (discussed later) and marine sediment, SCLM or lower crust using the key geochemical 
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8.2 End-Member Components used in Binary Mixing Calculations 
The calculated binary mixing curves presented in this Chapter are between various end-
member compositions from various datasets. In order to produce meaningful models and due to the 
limited availability of geochemical data, special consideration had to be taken in choosing each of the 
datasets. This section aims at introducing each of the datasets and end-member compositions as well 
as discussing any assumptions made in compiling the data sets so as to allow for a meaningful 
interpretation of the results. 
• Lower Crust 
The Lower Crust dataset consists of lower crustal xenoliths from the Namaqua-Natal belt, 
South Africa (Ie Roex & Class, unpublished data; Long, 2005). Lower crustal xenoliths exhibit high 
8aINb ratios (7.72-3384) as well as predominantly positive Ce-anomalies (0.93- 1.17). 
• SCLM 
The SCLM dataset consists of 18 garnet lherzolite mantle xenolith samples originating from the 
Kaapvaal Craton, South Africa (Gregoire et aI., 2003). The compositions of these samples are 
reconstituted from analyses of constituent minerals and exhibit high 8aINb ratios (5.00-86.7) as well 
as predominantly positive Ce-anomalies (0.94-1.12). 
• Modern Marine Sediments 
Vervoort et al., (1999) measured 143Nd;J44Nd and 17°Hf/177Hf isotope ratios of numerous types 
of sediments from around the world. Their dataset includes 35 pelagic, deep-sea turbidite and river 
sediments as well as 73 ancient sediments from various ages and depositional environments. The 
modem deep-sea turbidite and pelagic sediments (33 samples) are used here to represent global 
modem marine sediments. Trace element data for these sediments are reported by McLennan et at., 
(1990). These sediments exhibit 17°Hf/177Hf and 143Nd/144Nd isotope ratios that range between 
0.281279 to 0.283153 and 0.511320 to 0.513060, respectively, and form a linear array in Hf-Nd 
isotope space which Vervoort et aI., (1999) termed the Hf-Nd crustal array line (EHf=1.34ENd+2.82). 
These sediments exhibit 8a/Nb ratios which range from 12.5 to 201 and a (Ce/Ce*)Nd ratio which 
ranges from 0.65 to 1.93. 
Plank & Langmuir (1998) measured trace element concentrations as well as 143Nd/lHNd and 
X7Sr;X°Sr isotope data for a number of subduction zone sediment columns from around the world in 
order to understand the nature and composition of global subducting sediments. These sediment 
columns range in 143Nd;J44Nd from 0.511820 to 0.512670 with 8aINb and (Ce/Ce*hd ratios ranging 
from 11.1 to 1428 and 0.36 to 1.28, respectively. Since Plank & Langmuir (1998) did not report 
I 76Hf;J77Hf isotope ratios for these sediments, they were calculated using the Hf-Nd crustal array line 
(EHf=I.34ENd+2.82) of Vervoort et aI., (1999) and range from 0.282247 to 0.282875. Plank & 
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termed GLOSS (global subducting sediment column) and is defined as having a 143Nd/ I44Nd isotope 
ratio of 0.51218 and a Ba/Nb ratio of 86.8. GLOSS exhibits a (Ce/Ce*bd ratio of 0.99, similar to the 
average subducting sediment columns. The 17°Hf/I77Hf isotope ratio was not reported for GLOSS and 
therefore was calculated using the Hf-Nd crustal array line (£Hf=I.34£Nd+2.82) of Vervoort et 01.. 
(\ 999) and yields a value of 0.282513. 
8.2.1 Starting Composition 
In order to calculate binary mixing curves, a starting end-member composition representing 
the Gough Island mantle source region prior to enrichment is needed. As discussed above, alB are 
argued to plot along mixing lines between more depleted (relative to PM) and more enriched (relative 
to PM) mantle components (Hart, 1988, Hart et 01., 1992, Hofmann, 1997, Zindler & Hart, 1986). 
Possible enriched (relative to PM) end-member components include SCLM, lower crust and marine 
sediment, whereas one possible depleted end-member component could be depleted MORB mantle 
(DMM). However, Fig 8-1 clearly shows that the Gough Island array does not extend towards DMM 
in 17°Hfi77Hf-Ba/Nb-Zr/Nb space and therefore this end-member cannot be significantly involved in 
the production of these lavas. 
The possibility of a PM starting composition was also investigated (Fig 8-1). A binary mixing 
curve between PM and GLOSS plots parallel to the Gough Island array in Ba/Nb vs. 176Hfl 177Hf 
isotope space, however, the Zr/Nb ratios of a PM component are too high to account for the Gough 
Island array in Ba/Nb vs. Zr/Nb space. 
Since the focus of this study is to determine the role that a recycled lithospheric component 
plays in producing the geochemically anomalous Gough Island lavas and not alB in general, it was 
assumed that the starting mantle source composition rcflects a mantle source region of typical alB. 
Therefore, it was decided to use a starting end-member composition which reflects Bouvet, Ascension 
Island and Marion Island alB (end-member composition and respective references listed in Table 
8-1). The alB end-member composition reflects similar trace element concentrations and Hf-Nd-Sr 
isotope ratios as the islands mentioned above, however due to the limited availability of 17°Hf/I77Hf 
isotope data for these islands, an average I 70Hf;J77Hf isotope ratio was calculated by using the Hf-Nd 
mantle array line (£Hf= 1.34£Nd+ 2.82) of Vervoort et 01., (1999) and yielded a value of 0.283112. The 
calculated 141Nd;J44Nd and k7Sr/koSr isotope ratios are 0.512990 and 0.70332, respectively, whereas 
the calculated Ba/Nb and Zr/Nb ratios are 6.70 and 5.99, respectively. The assumed trace element and 
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Jqxe<,,~;"~ S",,,h A Ii.",,, sn \1 ,00 ~ I '''.I """1<.,.,, ll""'11< >c(iLm<Jlt" Tmt1Jl cI" C\lJi>l 
['"",,,,,,i]>, 1,1.1\<1 ",,,I, lield "r'~"'"';"~ ~bn"" 1~ "",I, lo\<.'''Tt "",I i\""",JOll ],I'lJld 
Olll",o , I~,~" (," ""'1"" ;"'" I """ "~,,,I """,lith, (,"" L<ml' (2(1<)5 ) .nd k Itoc, & 
U"HU<'I>ubI,.h"tl ,I.,,). SCL~l 1T,.n (;"~"i,, ",,J (WO)); n~";",· "xi iLllc"" lTom I'hlll; 
& L,ngmulT i I W~), ",,,,,,, ,,,,, d, (1'1'19), MeL""n,," ," '" Il'1X1X Tn,"," 'J> ClOlh,,"d 
l",o,,",,,blc I, I.M " ><0 ,10"",", " "'"' r""" n .. " &. I, R"", ("npuHi>;i>;(1 d"", ~ Rd,,,,,,',, 
forO IB d"" I"te" L" the copt"" Ii~ TaM" ~-l. 
Fig H·:\ show, a p lot of I:la/Kb "~So Zr/Nb wj,h jj~hj.; of lowe r crust. SCLM " '1<j mann" ,edimenL 
robl"" 10 GOllgh Isla oo, !h~ \lcNi,h SeamOUII!, T ri'tall ,)" ('nnh" and Ina"c""i 1>1" bland a, we ll as a 
tield r~pre"'ming BOUVCl. "';;,:on,iou bbnd ",Id Marion b land Oill. SCLM, lower ellis! and """i ll~ 
",di men" all ",hi bi t variabic , but g~n~,,"lIy high n,,"'''Ib ratios. "h"I'o tho HOI, Nh mLa" "'" high",! for 
the low~r ,'IlIS[' follow~d by !he marino sediment, and SCL~1 ",h"'h "xh ibil Ih e lowes! n" .. Nb ratio •. 
~Jari llc 'c(liLrlOm , e.,hibn high Zri"lh ratios in comp.,risoll to SCLM " ,~j lower ","'I. "h"'h e., I,ibli 











Evolution of the Gough Island Mantle Source Region 
BaINb vs. ZrINb space. Marion Island, Ascension Island and Bouvet Island alB form a field in BaINb 
vs. ZrINb space where Ba/Nb and ZrINb ratios are less than 10. 
The Tristan da Cunha and Inaccessible Island arrays plot towards lower ZrINb and BaINb ratios 
in comparison to the Gough Island and McNish Seamount array, although all of these islands exhibit 
higher Ba/Nb ratios in comparison to other alB. 
Partial melting processes in the mantle are able to fractionate ZrINb ratios because of the 
difference in bulk partition coefficients of Zr and Nb. Zr is more compatible than Nb during partial 
melting processes (zfOgrnt=O.27; NhOgrnt=O.004; zfOcrx=O.128; NbOcrx=O.007; partition coefficients are 
listed in Table 7-1 and start modes listed in Table 7 -3; references are listed in the caption of respective 
tables). These bulk partition coefficients indicate that partial melting processes result in a decrease of 
the ZrINb ratio. Therefore the lower ZrINb ratios of the Tristan da Cunha and Inaccessible Island 
lavas may, in part, be a partial melting effect. 
BaINb ratios are also able to fractionate during partial melting processes if amphibole or 
ilmenite is present in the mantle source region and exist as residual phases after melting. Ba is more 
compatible than Nb in amphibole (H"Oamrh=6.40 and NhO"mrh=O.80 (McKenzie & O'Nions, 1991, 
Villemant et aI., 1981) whereas Nb is more compatible than Ba in ilmenite (H"Oilm._O.0003 and 
'i
hOilm=2.00 (Zack & Brumm, 1998)). Therefore, if residual amphibole or ilmenite is present in the 
source after melting, the resulting melt will exhibit negative Ba and Nb anomalies, respectively. 
However, the Gough Island lavas exhibit a positive Ba anomaly and no anomaly over Nb (Fig 5-6). 
This indicates that neither residual amphibole nor ilmenite is present in the Gough Island mantle 
source regIOn. 
8.3.3 176Hfj177Hf, 143Ndj144Nd and 87Sr/86Sr Isotope Ratios 
Modem marine sediments exhibit enriched (relative to PM) I 76Hf/177Hf, l-llNd;'44Nd and 
s7Sr/x6Sr isotope ratios, and therefore form a field which plots mainly in the enriched quadrant, but 
stretches to the depleted quadrant, in '76Hf/ 177Hf vs. '-l3Nd/ '-l-lNd isotope space (Fig 8-4). alB (in 
general, but particularly Bouvet, Ascension Island and Marion Island) exhibit more depleted (relative 
to PM) I 76Hf/177Hf, I-13 Nd/ '44Nd and x7Sr/x6Sr isotope ratios and therefore form a field which plots in 
the depleted quadrant in Hf-Nd-Sr isotope space. As discussed in Chapter 6, the Gough Island and the 
McNish Seamount lavas form an array which plots in the enriched quadrant in Hf-Nd-Sr isotope 
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Fig H_~ , (;o"gll 1,1md .,.1 ,I", \ I,N,<,I, s."""",,. I."" "'r>',,,,,"e, ;" '''Ilf' '''Hf " '. '''N,~, '' '''d 
'''''or< "P"'" '''P''fimpo,<d on j,<kj" "Pf< __ "''''''lg glOO.1 "". I'm m;o-i "" ""b"",., ~, ~ , II " 11< .. ", 
'\>« o,ioo I,laoo and M,nO!) 1,1, 00 O l ~. M"""" ><dJmm '''''or< ,lalO tiom PI,,,,, & Lmgm." (I'I'J~) 
3Ild "mOO(' e' aI., I I 'I'J~), ' '' lI f'' ' 1If ;""or< d,a fo< ,I>< ,Wd""t.,~ ""Ii o",nt '0(" "'0".; 1'1(0) pl"o, & 
l.nl'muor (1'l'J8) were ", ,, .. ,ted \L"n~ ,h. lif·Nd COJ".I arra) Ime (, I If l,l4c'.ld 1l.!21 1,(0) "m',,", " 
" 01, \1')')')) ,JIf "I",,,,cd ",in ~ (' '-"HI.- " 'lIt)u u "f (1 ,282 17 2 lot t={I(J.) mi ','" c.lc11"'cd u,in~ 
(")",1_ ""dhco of (I ,L 21i '8 (" tz<JG.) IB IKh<,,-Toft & AIt>.rCdc, 1 ~97) , All ""tore "',. ",flcm 
r>"""" d. ) ", Iu", Th< IIf-Nd """II, "")'1 ;", (>;I1f_ I , n,N'+ '-I~' >huwn '0 F'~ I from Vcry ..... ,,", 
od .. (I 'ff)), Tn""" d" (,""10,, ",I I"""""ihl, hl",1 i,,'''p'' .I", fn,m (I." '" a! , (unpuhli,t",d d",). 
R<t<""",<> ~f 0111 dato li;[,d ;n tl'o< "I~'m h Table ~_ I 
fI..I I~inary Mixing ("alculalioll'. 
8.4.1 The Role of Lower Crust 
rho majority of lower crustal xenolith, exh ibi t po,itive to <mall neg.tive Ce-aoomalie, a, 
we ll a;; a large range of high H" ,'!\1> n,tio '_ 'Hat Ih,refore rOml " hori~on1l!1 [kl,i III (("c/Cc')"J "S, 
B".-' Nb sp"ce (F ig S-5), Binary mix ing en",,, betw"en th" a,""rage nJH end-m"mhcr composition an,l 
three 10"'" cru,lal "nohtll """pies (I:" 133, 25023 ,mJ %043; Ie Roc, & Chi" (unp ubli"heJ data)) 
"re ,hown in order to il lu;;t,"le th" hlll range of possible hina,)' n\1x Illg curve, 
rhc c;,j,ulm" i mixmg ",,,e, indi c" (e that the high B"fNb ratios of the Gough 1,land I",'os 
can be produced by mix ing with lower" '''I, wher"", lhe low (CclC,')..., ",lio, ,,,n nol I hu" mix ing 
of low", crusl "ilh "n OIB m,,,l(lc S<)llrcc region "mnot account for the broad trend of the Gough 

























.. Gough Island 
• McNish Seamount 
Q Tr;.t~ n da Cuma 
• InaGCes",~1e Is land 
• Lower Crustal Array 
• 
• • • • 
15 
BalNb 
Binary Mixjng CUI"IIU 
0 _ 0 12133· Av~ r~g" OIB 
0 _ 0 2~23 · Aver~~e OIB 
0 _ 0 00043 - A.er~e OIB 
• . __ A:..e~_'_Qe _~B _____ _ 
ti~ ~.~ : Vo.",~h 1,1><><1 ,00 "'" ).leN,>.!, S,."""~ "f"'.~o" Lc<1 ;n ,(c·':-c· N." Po.. Nb 
'!loc, " 'IX[]ml'l ",d 00 b",,,,,· m",ng ""'''' J>., L~"'n " 'Yric , 1 OIR ""'nI/c :10""" 
"'~ ; C<1 cJl(I'mcmbcL co""",i,,,n and "Ie<:< """~ ""., .. 1 ,m,lillo, I'om),,-"",,,n, 
(1,1;,\ 2~02J, <X<l4J) S.mph wm <",,,en ,,, ,II,,,,,,,,, tl," 1',,11 ''''g< "I' I"l,,;, lc 
bi,,..,,. ",;,ing """', TTi,,," ,I, 01011.,. lnocce"ibl< I,/and . 11<1 " lid" ",[""'nlin~ 
\1>";'.", hh,,1<I, Rom'c, "'Ki .... "'OL,.;O" IsI,oo (jIll ,,~ , I .. ~" Ii" CI'''p .. ",,,n, 
R,I"",,,", li""i in '"" (' >\"< LC<1 for Fig ~., MLxong " '"'''' '"'''''n '" I cr. ;n,,,",,,,,,,,-
,",,,,,,,Ii,,,, ;,., ,~ I "", ""J H' " lclll",;o.1 of ICc Ce' lN. j, ,,m Sun & ~kf)",,,u~h 
110l\91. 
8,4.2 Thl' Role of SCLM 
The majo rity of ", ,, nlic 'COOI;lh" '''p'''""nling Somil Afric,n SCLM. ",hih;l a brge '''''go or 
hig~ Il,~",,~ mloo, '" ",,'11 a" po,;t;", to s",ollncgal iw ('c'"rl0l11a li ~, "nd lh<:rdon: fonn" horilolllal 
l"ield in (C"/ C~·)r..J \S. ll.il\'b .,pace (f;g R·fiJ. Bin",)' mixing curws bet"een the om crKl· me",f>cr 
~O ", po.;il ion .md 1\\ 0 "" Ieet mamk "'no l;1 h ,amples jPR89· I 000 PRQO-57: (;r"gn"e cI ai" (~OO311 
"cre c"kubl<:d in order to ;lIustrate the lidl cO"'j>(" ilion,,1 mnge of SC L \ 1. 
The c"lc ub led f>inary mi"ng cur\,e, betwecrl SCI M an<i "n 018 maml" ,ource region 











El'ol/llilm o/rlle GO/lKlllslalld Mumle Source RI'KiOIl 
(C~'Ce')'Id mlios "",mol Tbe",fOT~ mixmg of SCL \1 with all 011> mantle source regLOIl can not 
"""<>unt for thc ","oad (fend "f thc ( ,oug h T ,la"d e"",)"",il LOI ,ol 'p"'lru"', 
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, 10 0.9 
Data Poj"ts 
• Gough 1 >I~ r>d 
• McNish SeM"lOunt 
.. Trisl~ n d~ Cunh~ 
• I nact~ .sibl. 1 ~lar>d 
" SCLM Arr~, 
• Avera9" 018 
• J 
.' • • • 
BalNb 
.. _-----, 
Bin~ry Mi)(i"g Curves ' 
0 _ 0 PR89.1. Aver<>g eOICl ! 
< _ 0 PR9 ~- 57 _ Aocr~g e OIB I 
Fi~ S~: 0011l;il 1>1'1)(1 ",J tile 'k~,<il SoI\lllNOl' "PfC"'"tcJ III (c<;co· '" "" ~~, No 
'V"" '"I":ri 'l)j'0>Cd OIl bimry mi,;n~ ('",," t.,,,,,,,,," , ')"1",,1 OIB mao,l. "".c< 
"gio" ",I_m"ml'<, ('om"">L1i,,, '))0,1 ""'''''' lllm ic ,0L~)I"il ,,,,ul",,I,;,,,,, (I'lllN·1 . oJ 
fOR '.IfI_,71 "'r>"><llLillg S",,,h AtN·,,,, S(,I,\I ~'lllP,,", ~ '<r" eh0"" 10 llhlSlmtc tllC 1'"11 
'">go''' 1",,,iI>I< hi,,",~ m" i ,,~ "11"'"' , Tn"'''' (I. ( mhi" tll><'<x>~b'" 1,1,,..1 ,,~I • 
1",1,1 "p",,,,,"i"g ~Ia,i", I,f,,,"i. B"''',1 ","I A>C("lll;C<' t,I,.-.:I OtB . IT ,h0wLl f,,< 
"""I''''''''J)' Rd,,<nc<, li,",,1 in LI>< ""!"ion ror r i ~ R_l , ~li, io.'I1 ellr",', >1",,," in 10", 
,neW'""",, ~,~n.,d;,"L,," ".1'"", ,,,,<I in "h",'0" of 1(',(",1-" fmn blln & 
~Id)"(l""'gh r I 089). 
0.1 ,3 The Role of Sediment 
r ho;, mi,, ;ng cwnl nfm"rin~ ,~dLmelli Jnd th~ om n"mle ""utee regiOll woul d ha\'c occurred 
,ome time in the past ""d Lherefore thc i,,,{[,p" "O"'pn,it;on ofth.th"," two compon~nt' \\ould have 
",",en diffcrcn L In pr",,'llI <lay ,'alu"",, Th~ isotope cOJllpusition of a resulling ",i,lure would e,'ol\c 
fo",'"rd in tinle to present day. Thcreforc. LSocope nH)(I~ ll ing "f ll", n"lur" ,[",uld I"k~ th" ;'01<'1'<' 











Emllitiol/ (~lt"" (i/lll.l:" Island Mamie Slll/rce Region 
,'ollStruint, partiClli",ly ill "'timat ing th~ i'<O{(lpe comros i!i()tl of ancienl ,ub,luciC<1 ,cdim~'t11 (Ch"LlV~ 1 
1'1 aL 2008). the pre"enl.,1 modcl, which imulve botop<" ratio> are rT1<ldell eJ as>llming preSen l <lay 
yalll"'_ 
. "' h'Nb 
0 , " , " " " " [~ I' 2 • \ Marl .. S • ..,,." , • \ \ • , , , • 
" •• , " • ." - , , • " - " . , •• • • • W~" • • • • /_ ... , 
" " "' • ~ • . , c , • c • , • • • " " , 00 " • , 
( ! I " ori .. S. <Ii "",", • ,-,-" • .-,~ .. , " • ,-~,,-~ I 
L-' 
-.. -- I ,,_00 
• 
_ - , • , • • , • 
" , 
, , 
20,·7 02827 O.lS2~ 0.1829 o 1830 o 28" , '" " "'~T,''''Hr ~OiNb 
I"I~ !l-7, (;,,,~h [,10,,"1 .mll , I", M,Ni,h Se""lO(lTIt "'pre,",nKd ill (Cc.'U·". "_ 1'61 [t / '-I [I ,nd Il~ 1';0 'J""', "'l"-~;mJ'O",d 
00 bin",. m;Xlng '""" bctw,,"" "" Olll """''' "".-co "'~;00 ,'£<npooi"'" CIIl<J Ln.1fit>< ",d,ll\"u. Trhu""" Cco,h" aoo 
Iml«e<; ,o'" 1,1 ... 1 '" "ell ", a lickl "'l"'''nli"~ lIollvct. M,non l.l>md M>J A,,-<n,;oo " b n,l Oln are ,)"W" Ii" 
compo""". All (11) ,"d ,,'<1,me,lt <l,u J~Il", 1"'''''' "'l' ;"""'po """)'O>i,;o",, RckTCTKts" Ii",d ill tlit capt.~, to< r;.~ 
~_l ,,~I f'J1 ~-. NOrLooI;,,,ioo ",Ioc, "<eoj ,n <,hht'., "I' ((e,'Ce- "'- Pm,,' Sun & "dl'-'''''''~" tl \>(to) 
The binary mi<mg eu,,',,", wcre ,'ak<Jlat~d hel"'e,'n sn nahle m':Hl er" mar;nc >.e<h menl and 0 1 fl 
manlle ",,,n'e region end-meml~r compositi"ns. Sinee thc OIH array «kIlned hy ~Iarion lslan<l, 
BOll\e[ and A",cnsi!ln l>land O IH) as "ell", th~ m!ldern marine ""d im"", array c<hibil, ,"nat ion in 
[race dement "'Kl isotope c!lmp!lsil ions, Ihe "!lmp!lSili!", of the'e end-memlNr comronents were 
"ho,en S!l thai the cakulat"d binary mi<lOg c u,,~, interse,'t the Gough bland array at simil ar mi<ing 
rro!,<lrL lOn,. Ti,i, required ad] ",ting the Zr concentration of Ihe .,·cmge 0 I H ""d-member (Table ~-l ) 
from 29,9rrm t!l 2('Jlppm f1!llh componcnl' plot "'Llhinth.ir re'pecti,e lield, and Iherefnre c<hi bll 
"mil.r lrace e l ~menl an,1 i."-'tope co mros ltLot" as olher marinc ,.,d im,~m "s well a, the Somel, 
~Iarion Island and A",,"nsion hlan,1 Olf-l, 
All of tho ca leulat«1 biM')' mixmg <'\Il'Ve, intersect 'he Gough 1, land array bctwe~'tl . I 0-30% 
m i ~ing of Ihe ma"nC ,edimenl with the OIB mantle "lUrce regir", ""mpO[K'tlt (Fig 3_7 "nd Fig g_g), 
allhn ugh Ih. mi~mg CUt" •. , imersect th o (;ough [,lan,1 array t>etw~en -20-.\1l')j, mixi ng tn lTt-Nd-Sr 
1"'101'" spa,'e (rig R.~) . I ho:;,c mixing ,'un'., indicate that mi"ing "r marinc , c,lin""' t with a tyrical 
om manlic 'OlirC. r~gion comrosillon i, able In Cffeclively account lor me f1a.1\". 7r/t-.b an,1 
(Ce-'C.·)"" as "ell as Hf-t-.'d-Sr "otope geochemi.,try of the ( ;"ugh 1,lan,1 and the \lc,",i,h Se"mount 
la, a,. 
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Fig H_~ , Ooogil h l",J ,,01 til< M,~j,h >c.tl>O<lllt "W<><tl!od lJl~' ~h ,~. Lr,l<b 
,poco "'P"fJ~d on • hLLl.!)' nllXiLl~ CUf"< ocr.«en an UI~ montle ,,,u,,', 
reg''''' compc"i""" ,,01 ",anne >OOHT"''''- l'r'''''l d, ( " nha ,nd I""."""",,, 
1,,," ,01 as we ll., f",ld, rcprc"'nt'"~ ~k*," 1 modem n .. ~"" "di"",n,,", ""II " 
Iloll'·ct. ~b""" I,~nd ,nd 1"""e",,"' le 1, 1,00 0I1l "'" '''''''''' ror "''''P''-;'''L 
Ref""""" .. lilt,d In ,be ('''P<;'''' for 'i~ Ii-} 
C lass & Ic Roex (2()()g) showed thJt the addit ion of bulk sediment to the GOll gh 1,1"1",1 I",·,,, 
,,"nablc lu ",'''011111 lor Ihe lro", (CclC,,'),," raLi,,, rof the ( iolJ gb I, lalld la,a, . UoweveL [h"y arg lle this 
could indicme decoul' ling 0 r trace e lement concentration, "1",1 (j"O r"'io'. WhlCh "'~jkl occur "i I b", by 
I;Y 'Jlli br"' iOll u l' uxygen ",otuf>C' wilh manlte Llxygen c.- by {he meto5O moti,m of the Gough I,bnd 
mo ,,{le source reg ion" ith ,edime,,! melt Regordless of the mechanism, Clo,,, & Ie Ruex (2()()gJ "rg LJ " 
'h,,, -0.5· 1 % ""Idit ",n of sedi mell{ mcl{ (F- 25%j i, ab le lL ' effectively OCCCtUnt for the rJ "ge in trJce 
element . isoto pe ond (C"'C~*j," , ignmure >Iwwn by the Gough blond 10""', rhis proportio n 01' 
",,,ycl,,d ",dimcm i, ,ignifi"an ll y lower (han indicated by the presented mooels. 11m,,",,",. lh" 
presented roodels ditt"r rrum those o r Cb ", & Ic I{oo:;x (200~) ill two 'lSl""{>: 
Firstly, Ih e pre>ented mooel' O'>.lime thol portiJ lmelti "g of the recycled sediment did n<>t 
,occU r pr ior {u mixill g Ii.c. mixing o r a hLJ lk ",d imcm comp<>si{ion occltrredj. rhe mix ing of a 
sediment melt" ilh 0 ma ,,{le 50urce reg ion compositiol1 would lower {he r rop<>niollS required to 
nrlain {he "oce ele ment charocteristic;; of the Gough Island lava •. This is he<;ausc the comp<>, iti on of 
" sediment melt din"n. LO the "ump",ition " r {he hLJ lk ,ed,ml;nt bee""se comp,,, ib lc trace element' 











EJ'{I/Iltirlllojtfle (io/l~h !.11Ulld MallTle SOl/reI' Regio/l 
S~condly. {ho >1arting mamk s"urce region C'HnIXl, it ion "a, ()f a typical om c()mpo,i{lon 
d.Jtln~d by \1ar;011 b land, 1kJ1I\'ot and Asc~n,inn Islanu om. whe",,, Ihe ",uree re,:i"n com!",,; ll"" 
,,-.cd by Cia" & k R(),,, (2008) i, c"ic uialcd by 5% pania l melting which gin, rise m the (;ough 
I,lanu la\'a" Th~rdo,e. {he pmpol't ions require d to e'pla in the genc hcmio lry Ih e G()ugh blal1d la",,,. 
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Fi~ !!C9: (;',ogh hl"xl.,.J Lh, M,l\i,l, s."""",,m l "'I"'''''''(''{ lJl I1f·"(I-& ilOtop< 'I"" " 'I"'<lJll)" ",d ,", hin ",)' Ll~",¥ 
"'''''' bet", •• " on O{{] mo"., >of,,..« "g~m ,'(m 'l"~il~," ,r.J ""rin, "",Ii mcnt. Trl",,, ol., Cu"h" ,,>d {n"",,,ibk h looJ., 
wci! os tklds "p",,,nt;,'g gl,>bol " .... m "."in" "-.I"",n",, 1'0',11 '" Il<.,vct . . l.i<rioJl {,J.,>d,,>d {Jl.cco,,,I;.[, {,!aL>d {l In 
"I'C >hoWLl for """"",fl ,,",- ,\11 (~n "xl """in, ",Ji""",L "',>, "11<:",, pr,,,", ,toy v,Jo><~ KcfCTCL>Cc,,, {ist<d in rt~ c'p' ''''' 
for f Li\ 8-4, ,m "Ic"h"d "''''g (''' IW''' llt, .. . M O.2R2772 I'" (~,), ,N(I "(c"I,,,,"{ \!Si"~ (" 'Nd""'NJ"If", oj 
o j 12"_'8 j>l FOCi, ) (Ilhcl><rt_ Toll & Alba,IJ<, 19'/7) "xl ,S, " k"I.",,{ l'>LLli\ (" Sr,'''Sro.lLc, of 0 7045 (" t 0(;'1-
1S.5 Summar~' 
The hi,:h Ha.-'t\b nt(ins chamcteri,'ic oI the Gough L,lan(l la",,-, can be ",,()umed rnr by binary 
mi xing ix'l\voen a typ ica l OIll manti<; ,()mce reginn compo,illon luxl 10" cr cm,{ nr SCLM Ilowe\'er. 
"",h malen" 1 i, 1WI ahIe 10 account lor the negative Ce-anomali cs, Thi, i, bcc" u,e SCL.\l ""d lo"cr 
cm" ~,hibi, (CeIC"'),,, raL;(), " I\] ch "rC I(X, high, Therdorc. il i, argued that 'he C,ough 1,1"'lrlla. a, 
,I() ,WI cxhib" a SCL\! or lowor eru;t , ignatu",. 
onl mantI . source rogl0l1 and marin" ",di ment cnmJKlncnl' ""'C cooscn in Of(ier to produce a 
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Evolution of the Gough Island Mantle Source Region 
element and (Ce/Ce*):--Jd ratio of these lavas. The addition of a sediment melt would also decrease the 
proportions of sediment required to account for the production of these lavas. 
In Chapter 6 it was shown that the Gough Island lavas exhibit low 17°Hf/177Hf isotope ratios in 
comparison to other OIB and this array in Hf-Nd isotope space plots below the Hf-Nd mantle array 
line, indicating decoupling between these two isotope systems. This can be explained by the Zircon 
Effect (Chapter 6) which indicates that the Gough Island lavas formed from a mantle source region 
which had previously interacted with a recycled zircon-rich, pelagic sediment. This observation 
substantiates the models presented in this chapter and therefore it is concluded that the Gough Island 
lavas are derived fro a source more typical of South Atlantic OIB, but with a significant, recycled 
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9 Summary and Conclusions 
9.1 Overview 
Basalts from Gough Island and the McNish Seamount were selected for a detailed geochemical 
study using major element, high precision trace element, 1~'Nd/l~~Nd and X7Sr/XoSr and newly acquired 
176Hf/ I77Hf isotope data. The geochemical data for the Gough Island lavas is subsequently used 
determine the petrogenesis of these lavas and the evolution of the underlying mantle source region. 
9.2 Petrography 
The Gough Island lavas consist of picrite basalts, olivine basalts, trachybasalts, trachytes and 
aegirine-augite trachytes (Ie Maitre, 1962). Ie Roex (1985) recognised, based on petrography, that 
three different varieties of olivine basalts exist in this suite of lavas - the coarsely pyroxene-olivine 
phyric basalts, moderately pyroxene-olivine phyric basalts and aphyric to finely porphyritic basalts. 
The sample set used in this study consists of thirty-nine lavas (10 Lower Basalts, 27 Middle 
Basalts and I Upper Basalt) which include basalts, trachybasalts and trachyandesites. These lavas all 
range from aphyric through finely to coarsely porphyritic. Two distinct petrographic groups exist in 
the Lower and Middle Basalt series, where the first group consists of anhedral to euhedral olivine 
phenocrysts and anhedral to subhedral clinopyroxene as the major and minor phenocrysts phases, 
respectively. The second group consists of anhedral to subhedral clinopyroxene and subhedral olivine 
as the major and minor phenocryst phases, respectively. The single Upper Basalt sample is a basaltic 
trachyandesite and contains anhedral to euhedral olivine and plagioclase as the major and minor 
phenocryst phases, respectively. All lavas exhibit an intergranular texture with a matrix assemblage of 
olivine, plagioclase, clinopyroxene, titanomagnetite, ilmenite and apatite. Vesicles as well as 
cumulocrysts and glomercrysts are present in some of the lavas. Eleven lavas are petrographically 
fresh, whereas the remainder of the samples exhibit evidence for hydrothermal alteration and 
development of indingsite and/or bowlingsite after olivine. 
9.3 Bulk Rock Geochemistry 
The Gough Island lavas consist of basalts, trachybasalts and basaltic trachyandesites and 
therefore fonn an alkali basalt - trachyte series on a TAS diagram (even though trachytes do not form 
part of the dataset used in this study). Both the Lower and Middle Basalts range from basalt to basaltic 
trachyandesite whereas the single Upper Basalt sample plots within the basaltic trachyandesite field 
on a T AS diagram and therefore is the most evolved sample in this dataset. 
SiOe, KeO and AbO) all exhibit a negative correlation with Mg#, whereas CaO exhibits a 
scattered positive correlation with Mg#. Clinopyroxene appears to have been an important 
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space), whereas plagioclase and apatite were not important fractionating phases as indicated by the 
negative gradients in variation diagrams of A120 3, Na20 and P20) vs. Mg#. Ti02 exhibits a tight, 
negative correlation with Mg# greater than 54 and a scattered positive correlation with lower Mg#, 
indicating the importance of fractionating Fe-Ti oxides with increasing differentiation. 
The Lower, Middle and Upper Basalts all exhibit similar incompatible, moderately 
incompatible and compatible trace element concentrations and therefore these arrays are 
superimposed on all trace element variation diagrams. The incompatible trace element concentrations 
of Ba, Ta, Nb and Rb are high, and Ba, Rb and especially Ta exhibit a strong positive correlation with 
Nb and Zr. The BalNb ratios of these lavas is high (11.6-18.0) whereas the ZrlNb and LalNb ratios are 
moderate and range from 4.51-7.32 and 0.84-1.18, respectively. 
The moderately incompatible trace element concentrations of Hf, Y, Ce and Sr are high in 
absolute abundance and exhibit a large range. Sr and Y exhibit broad positive correlations with Zr 
which breaks down at Zr abundances greater than ~300ppm, whereas Ce and Hf exhibit strong 
positive correlations with Zr for the entire range of Zr concentrations. The Zr/Hf, Y INb and Ce/Pb 
ratios for Gough Island range from 44.5-54.0, 0.28-0.82 and 18.5-34.0, respectively, whereas the 
(La/Sm)N and (LalYb)" ratios range from 2.55-5.08 and 11.8-30.5, respectively (values normalised to 
chondrite (Sun & McDonough, 1989)). 
The compatible ferro-magnesian trace elements Co, Ni and Cr exhibit a large range in 
concentrations and the array forms a positive gradient with Mg#. This indicates the importance of the 
continuous fractionation of ferro-magnesian minerals (e.g. olivine and clinopyroxene) during magma 
differentiation. 
Primitive mantle normalised trace element patterns for the Gough Island lavas are generally 
sub-paraIlel with positive Ba and Pb as well as negative Th, U and Zr anomalies. The chondrite 
normalised REE patterns are generaIly sub-parallel and LREE enriched relative to HREE. Crossing 
patterns towards the MREE (especially Dy) are observed and form as the result of slight gradient 
variations between samples. 
The three analysed McNish Seamount samples (AG51-7-1, AG51-7-2 and AG51-7-3) all 
exhibit similar major and trace element geochemistry and therefore are thought to represent three 
samples from the same lava flow. These three samples also exhibit similar major and trace element 
geochemistry in comparison to the Gough Island lavas, and therefore plots within the Gough Island 
array in the T AS diagram and all the major and trace element variation diagrams. Similar to the 
Gough Island lavas the BalNb trace element ratio ranges from \5.2-17.1 whereas the ZrlNb and 
LalNb ratios are moderate and the Ce/Pb, (La/Sm)N and (LalYb)N ratios range from 20.7-23.7, 3.00-
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The McNish Seamount primitive mantle nonnalised trace element pattems and chondrite 
normalised REE pattems are identical to the majority of the Gough Island trace element diagrams. 
Therefore, the McNish Seamount trace element and REE pattems are all sub-parallel and exhibit 
similar abundances as the Gough Island lavas. They also exhibit positive Ba and Pb and negative Th, 
U and Zr anomalies and the REE pattems are LREE enriched relative to the MREE and HREE. 
Therefore, it is argued that the McNish Seamount lavas fonn part of the same igneous province as the 
Gough Island lavas. 
9.4 Isotope Geochemistry 
The Gough Island and McNish lavas exhibit 17('Hf/177Hf isotope ratios which range from 
0.282699-0.282778, and therefore are enriched relative to PM. The single Upper Basalt sample was 
not analysed for 17°Hf/177Hf, but the Lower and Middle Basalts range in I 76Hf/177Hf isotope ratios from 
0.282699 to 0.282778 and 0.282703 to 0.282767, respectively. These lavas exhibit 143Nd;J44Nd and 
x7Sr/x6Sr isotope ratios of 0.512517-0.512596 and 0.704859-0.705321, respectively, whereas the 
McNish lavas range from 0.512591-0.512596 and 0.704977-0.704992, respectively (Class & Ie Roex, 
unpublished data). As a result, the Gough Island lavas and the McNish Seamount lavas fonn arrays 
which plot within the enriched (relative to PM) quadrant in Hf-Nd-Sr isotope space. These arrays also 
plot sub-parallel to, but below the Hf-Nd mantle array line (EHf=1.33ENd+3.19 (Vervoort et aI., 
1999)) with L1EHf ranging from 1.5 to 3.4 for Gough Island lavas and 2.5 to 4.1 for the McNish 
Seamount. 
The Gough Island lavas also exhibit 176Hf/l77Hf, 143Nd/144Nd and x7Sr/x6Sr isotope ratios similar 
to the Tristan da Cunha and Inaccessible Island suite of lavas. However, the Inaccessible Island lavas 
plot along the Hf-Nd mantle array line in Hf-Nd isotope space whereas the Tristan da Cunha lavas 
form a horizontal array intersecting the Hf-Nd mantle array line. The Gough Island and McNish 
Seamount arrays plot towards the enriched end of the global alB arrays within the more depleted end 
of the continental array (Vervoort et al., 1999) in Hf-Nd-Sr isotope space. 
Since the Lower and Middle Basalts of the Gough Island lavas, as well as the McNish 
Seamount lavas, exhibit similar Ba/Nb, Zr/Nb and La/Sm trace element ratios, these arrays are 
superimposed in a plot of these incompatible trace element ratios vs. 17oHfl177Hf. However, the Lower 
Basalts exhibit lower Zr/Hf ratios than the Middle Basalts and therefore these arrays are not 
superimposed in Zr/Hf vs. 176Hf/177Hf isotope space. This suggests that the Gough Island mantle 
source region is heterogeneous, where the Lower Basalts were generated from a source that exhibits 
similar Hfisotope ratios as the Middle Basalts but has different Zr and Hfconcentrations. 
9.5 Petrogenesis of the Gough Island Suite of Lavas 
In order to evaluate a mantle source region composition and partial melting models, ten Gough 
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The pnmary magma trace element compositions were calculated by adding clinopyroxene and 
equilibrium olivine back into the primitive lava composition (in equal proportions) in I % increments 
until an Mg# of 69 was reached. This required the addition of 14-28% addition of olivine and 
clinopyroxene. The resulting primary magma chondrite normalised REE patterns are all LREE 
enriched relative to the HREE and exhibit crossing REE patterns between Tb and Dy as a result of 
minor gradient variations between patterns. 
alB mantle source regions are traditionally thought to be composed of peridotite as this is the 
most common rock type in the upper mantle (Jaques & Green, 1980, Kushiro, 1968, Ringwood, 1975, 
Sun & McDonough, 1995) where moderate degrees of partial melting «IS%) results in the formation 
of alkali basalts (Jaques & Green, 1980, Kushiro, 1968). However, recently it has been argued that 
pyroxenite and eclogite may be present in the source regions of some alB (Sobolev et aI., 2007, 
Sobolev et aI., 200S), where partial melts of a silica-deficient garnet pyroxenite between 2.S-S.0GPa 
are able to produce similar major element compositions to ocean island alkali basalts (Hirschmann et 
a/., 2003, Kogiso et a/., 2003). 
Constrained forward modelling of REE was used to determine whether the Gough Island 
primary magmas were produced from a peridotite (spinel or garnet lherzolite) or a garnet pyroxenite 
mantle source region as well as to determine the required melting conditions. 
The models indicate that the trace element geochemistry of the Gough Island lavas cannot be 
explained by the partial melting of a spinel lherzolite mantle source region, but can be explained by 
the partial melting of a garnet lherzolite or a garnet pyroxenite mantle source region. The calculated 
REE patterns for these two source regions are able to explain the overall REE geochemistry of the 
Gough Island primary magmas as well as the crossing REE patterns at Dy. Therefore, constrained 
forward modelling indicates that the Gough Island lavas fonned by either S-8% equilibrium melting 
of a garnet lherzolite or ~30-S0% equilibrium melting of a garnet pyroxenite mantle source region. 
9.6 Evolution of the Gough Island Mantle Source Region 
Numerous studies of alB from around the world have argued that the enriched trace element and 
isotope compositions of alB require involvement of a lithospheric component. Since the 
geochemistry of the Gough Island is unique (high BalNb, large negative Ce anomaly and enriched Hf-
Nd-Sr isotope ratios), a better understanding of the interaction of alB mantle source regions with a 
recycled lithospheric component can be gained by studying these lavas. All previous studies of these 
lavas have recognised the need for a recycled lithospheric component to account for their unique 
geochemistry (Class & Ie Roex, 2008, Ie Roex, 1985, Willboid & Stracke, 2006). Thus, in order to 
evaluate the evolution of the Gough Island mantle source region, binary mixing curves were 
calculated between an alB mantle source region composition and SCLM, lower crust and marine 
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Binary mixing curves using (Ce/Ce*)Nd between a typical OIB mantle source region component 
(defined by Marion Island, Bouvet and Ascension Island alB) and SCLM as well as lower crust 
indicates that the Gough Island lavas do not exhibit either SCLM or lower crust signatures, as these 
component exhibit Ce-anomalies which are too high. However, the calculated binary mixing curves 
indicate that the 176Hf/177Hf, 143Nd;J44Nd, X7Sr/R6Sr, (Ce/Ce*h.rd' ZrlNb and Ba/Nb ratios are able to be 
satisfactorily explained by the addition of ~ I 0-30% recycled marine sediment to a typical alB mantle 
source region composition. Thus, the Gough Island lavas are derived from a source more typical of 
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Appendix B - Sample Preparation 
Appendix B Sample Preparation 
Samples were prepared in two stages; an initial sample digestion stage followed by a hafnium 
purification stage. A flowchart of the full procedure is shown in Fig B-1. 
The first stage involves weighing 200mg of sample and the in-house standard K 1919. 
Powdered samples are leached in a weak acid (\ ml 3N HCI) in order to remove any surface 
contamination. Sample digestion involves adding a ~3: I 2.65ml HFcoI1c :HNO, cone. solution to the dry, 
leached samples and allowing samples to sit at 130°C for 48 hours, in order to break-down the silicate 
minerals into fluorides. Addition of 350/11 conc. HNO, is the next step, followed by a dry-down 
period at low heat, addition of I ml 6N HCI and another dry-down step, the addition of 5ml 6N 
HCI:0.06N HF and heating the samples for 12 hours at 100°C in order to convert fluorides into 
chlorides. 
The second stage of sample preparation involves the purification of Lu and Hf in the samples 
uSing reversed phase cation exchange one-column chromatography, adapted from Mlinker et aI., 
(2001) at L-DEO (Cai, in prep). This first step involves preparing columns (40x010mm spout and 
50x05mm, volume of ~ 15ml) for each sample using EICHROM Ln-Spec@ resin. To ensure no cross-
contamination of samples, the resin is cleaned first by eluting 15ml QD5, 15ml 6N HCI, 15ml of 2N 
HF, 15ml QD and 10mi 3N HC\. Prior to loading the sample, the sample has to be re-dissolved in 
10mi 3N HCI, heated to 120"C for 24 hours, allowed to cool and added to 0.5ml I M ascorbic acid in 
order for the ascorbic acid to complex to any iron in the sample. After loading the sample, the matrix 
elements are eluted with 10mi 3N HCI, followed by 40ml 6N HCI to remove HREE. The resin is 
subsequently rinsed with 6ml QD in order to rinse any remaining HCI from the resin followed by the 
addition of 40ml 0.09N Hcit: I wt%H20 2:0.45N HN03 in order to remove any Ti \and Cr) in the 
sample. This step is followed by rinsing the H20 r Hcit-HN03 solution with 12ml QD7 and Hf elution 
using 12ml 6N HCI:0.2N HF. The Hf-elution is collected and dried down at 80°C overnight whilst the 
remainder of sample is rinsed from the resin using 10mi 2N HF and 10mi QD. The dried down sample 
is subsequently picked up in 30/11 conc. HN03 and 30/11 conc. HF and dried down until only a very 
small drop remains. This is repeated three times until finally the sample is diluted with 500/11 QD and 
ready to be analysed by the MC-JCP-MS. 
j QD refers to milliq water 
h Abundant Ti (and Cr) could Icad to transmission errors and instrument drift in the MC-ICP-MS (Blichert-Toft 
& Albarcde, 1997). 
7 It is important to ensure that all citric acid and H20 2 have been removed from the sample as the presence of 
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